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Chapter I Republic of Korea

1.1 Korea at a Glance

Among countries that were colonized in the 20th century, the 

Republic of Korea (hereinafter "Korea") is the only country which has 

successfully transformed into an economically industrialized, socially 

developed, politically democratized, and culturally dynamic nation. 

Economically, Korea which was one of the poorest countries after the 

Korean War in 1953 has now become one of the ten most richest 

countries in terms of GDP. Socially, Korea transformed from one of the 

most ethically homogeneous countries into a widely ethically diversified 

country with over 1.2 million foreign residents (http://www.korea.net/). 

Politically, Korea which was under the control of an authoritarian regime 

until the mid-1980s is now a country of fully burgeoned democratization. 

Culturally, not only are Korean culture and heritage treasures recognized 

by UNESCO, but also Korean pop-culture, "Hallyu" (Korean Wave), is now 

considered a world cultural icon.

1.2 Geography

Korea is a small peninsula that is located in east Asia. The Korean 

Peninsula is approximately 1,000-kilometers long and 200 kilometer wide. It 

faces China across the Yellow Sea to the northwest and Japan across the 

East Sea to the southwest. Upon the end of the Korean War, the Korean 

Peninsula was divided into two parts along the thirty-eighth parallel in July 

27, 1953: the Republic of Korea and the Democratic People's Republic of 

Korea (DPRK). Of the total geographic size of 220,847 km² of the Korean 

peninsula, whereas about 44.6 percent (98,444 km²) constitutes the territory 

of Korea, some 55 percent (123,138 km²) belongs to the DPRK. The 

remaining 907 km² is called the "demilitarized zone (DMZ)" which functions 

as a buffer to prevent an armed conflict between the two Koreas. Based on 

the "Armistice Agreement about Military Truce of Korea," the DMZ―under 
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the control of international law―has served as a very restricted neutral 

zone where troops, weapon disposition, and military installations are 

prohibited. The DMZ is considered not only as a symbol of military conflict 

in Korea, but also as valuable reservoir of a natural ecosystem 

(http://dmz.gg.go.kr/ENG/index.asp).

[Figure 1-1] Geography of Korea

Source: http://www.korea.net/
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1.3 Politics

For less than six decades, Korea has experienced very rapid 

changes in politics. Although the current President Lee Myung-Bak is the 

17th President of Korea, there have been 10 presidents including President 

Lee from 1948 to the present. The first two presidents, Lee Syngman (1st 

till 3rd President during 1948-1960) and Yoon Bosun (4th President during 

1960-1962), were short-lived because of the political and social turmoil 

which ensued after Korea's Independence from Japanese colonization.

President Park Chung Hee who served five terms from 1963 to 1979 

receives two different evaluations. On the one hand, he was regarded as 

the father of Korea's economic modernization. During his presidency, the 

Korean economy had grown exponentially which was referred to as the 

"Miracle of Han River." On the other hand, the authoritarian regime under 

President Park suppressed human rights and democracy. The authoritarian 

regime backed by the military continued during President Chun Doo Whan 

who served as the 11th and 12th President during 1980-1988. True 

democracy in Korea began in 1987 when the democracy movement in 

June, 1987 broke out. This so-called "June Democracy Movement," with 

more than one million students and citizens, led the then presidential 

nominee Roh Tae-woo, the successor of President Chun and 13th 

President from 1988 to 1993, to announce the Declaration of Political 

Reform with which the Constitution of Korea was amended to allow 

national referendum and direct elections.

As the 14th President during 1993-1998, Kim Young-sam was the 

first civilian president to take office after President Yoon. During this 

presidency, Kim Young-sam pledged to build a "New Korea" for which his 

cabinet announced a "100-Day Plan for the New Economy." Although his 

presidential term ended with a corruption scandal in which his second son 

was involved, President Kim implemented a series of policies that aimed at 

reforming the government and the economy. Among various policy 

measures, noteworthy were the anti-corruption campaign, chabeol (i.e.,  

Korean conglomerates) reform, and the implementation of the real-name 
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financial transaction system.

In the 1998 presidential election, Korean voters chose Kim 

Dae-jung, the leader of the opposition party and long time symbol of 

democratization in Korea, as the 15th President for 1998-2003. His winning 

of the election can be marked as the first time the power transition from 

a ruling party to an opposition party was peaceful. In the midst of a 

unprecedented economic crisis that struck Korea in 1997, President Kim 

took strong measures to overcome the Asian financial crisis. The Korean 

Government under the leadership of President Kim attempted to reform 

both the government and the market. Facilitation of e-government was 

substantiated by the Special Commission of E-Government. Restructuring 

of the chaebol system took place to make chaebol more accountable and 

transparent.

Supported by the young generation and Internet users who called 

for deepened democratization and a conciliatory relationship with North 

Korea, Roh Moo-hyun became the 16th President for the 2003-2008 term. 

President Roh who characterized his administration as the "Participatory 

Government" tried to dismantle the authoritarian tradition and rules both 

in the government and the Korean society. His administration pushed 

several policy agendas including the expansion of social welfare, balanced 

national development, anti-corruption, and the "Sunshine Policy" toward 

North Korea. On March 12, 2004, former President Roh was the first 

president who was impeached on charges of illegal electioneering by 

lawmakers of the opposition party.

Facing the 2007 global financial crisis, Korean voters elected Lee 

Myoung-Bak, the presidential nominee of the opposition party, as the 17th 

President for the 2008-2013 term. The 2007 election results reflect the 

expectations of the Korean people that President Lee, who was a 

successful CEO of Hyundai Construction Company and Mayor of the 

Metropolitan Government of Seoul, could shield the Korean economy from 

the global financial crisis. As a goal of economic policy, his administration 

implemented the "747 Plan" which denotes 7 percent annual GDP growth, 

US$40,000 of per capital GDP, and the world's 7th largest economy. In 
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addition, as a measure to boost the economy, to improve steady water 

flows and flood control, and to restore an ecosystem, President Lee 

launched the "Four Major Rivers Restoration Project." Despite the 

controversy surrounding the effects, the project with a total budget of 14 

trillion won is planned to be completed in 2012.

1.4 Economy 

Over the last five decades, the Korean economy has grown 

substantially, quantitatively and qualitatively. In terms of quantity, the size 

of the GDP grew from about US$8 billion in 1970 to over US$1 trillion in 

2010. Per capita GNI also reached to more than US$20,000 in 2010 from 

US$254 in 1970.

[Figure 1-2] Economic Growth in Korea, 1970-2010

Source: The Bank of Korea; recited at http://www.korea.net/

In terms of quality, the Korean economy has successfully 

restructured its industrial configuration from a labor-intensive industry to 

a technology- and knowledge-intensive industry. Based on its economic 

success, Korea was ranked the 15th largest economy and the 7th largest 

exporting nation in the world in 2010. Korea is now a leading 

manufacturer in such industrial sectors as memory and semiconductors, 

mobile phones, automobiles, steel, and shipbuilding.

Competing with other countries such as Hong Kong, Singapore, 
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Japan, and China, the Korean Government has attempted to transform the 

Korean economy and become a hub of international finance and business 

in Asia. Notable in these endeavors are opening the market and 

connecting the domestic market to international markets through free 

trade agreements with key regions and countries including the EU and the 

U.S.

Behind the rapid economic growth, the government has played a 

vital role. The Korean Government deployed trade and industrial policies, 

and a science and technology (S&T) promotion policy to promote 

strategically important industrial sectors. For the past decade, for 

example, the number of researchers grew almost 2.5 times.

[Figure 1-3] S&T Growth of Korea, 1998-2009

Source: The Bank of Korea; recited at http://www.korea.net/

In spite of its remarkable achievements, there are several 

challenges Korea must overcome to become one of the world's top 

economies. According to a 2010-2011 survey conducted by the World 

Economic Forum (WEF), the nation's competitiveness of Korea was ranked 

22nd out of 139 countries (WEF, 2010). This implies that Korea needs to 

make financial and labor regulations more flexible and the government 

more efficient.
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[Figure 1-4] Key Obstacles to the Nation's Competitiveness of Korea

Source: WEF (2010)

1.5 Society

According to the Korean Statistical Information Service, the total 

population of Korea in 2010 was 48.58 million, which is a 2.5 fold increase 

from 19.02 million in 1925. The population of males and females in 2010 

was 24.16 million and 24.41 million, respectively (http://kosis.kr/). When it 

comes to the issue of birth rate, Korean society faces a serious "low birth 

rate" problem. In the 1960s and 1970s, because of the rapid birth rate, the 

Korean Government adopted a birth control policy of "One Family, One 

Child." In recent years, the birth rate decreased very rapidly which had 

adversely affected population growth. Moreover, the United Nations 

Population Division and the Korea National Statistics Office estimated that 

the population growth rate will be negative if the current population 

trends are taken in account.
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<Table 1-1> Major Indicators of Population Projections in Korea, 1995-2050

UNPD Project KNSO Project

Indicators 1995 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 1995 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050

Total population(1,000) 44,949 46,844 49,976 51,893 52,898 52,700 51,275 45,093 42,275 50,618 52,358 52,744 51,412 48,508

           Male(1,000) 22,646 23,624 25,183 26,053 26,438 26,250 25,496 22,705 23,831 25,536 26,384 26,492 - -

        Female(1,000) 22,303 23,220 24,793 25,840 26,460 26,450 25,779 22,388 23,443 25,081 25,974 26,252

Sex ratio 101.5 101.7 101.6 100.8 99.9 99.2 98.9 101.4 101.7 101.8 101.6 100.9

Potential support ratio 12.62 1.67 7.63 5.69 3.60 2.67 2.40 11.98 10.03 7.01 5.27 3.25 2.58 2.44

Age composition (0-14) 23.5 21.5 19.7 17.7 16.7 16.3 16.0 23.4 21.7 19.9 17.2 16.0 15.8 15.4

(15-64) 70.9 71.8 71.0 70.0 65.2 60.9 59.3 70.7 71.2 70.1 69.6 64.7 60.7 60.0

(65-  ) 5.6 6.7 9.3 12.3 18.1 22.8 24.7 5.9 7.1 10.0 13.2 19.3 23.5 24.6

Mean age 29.1 31.4 36.0 39.7 42.3 43.6 44.4 29.5 32.9 36.3 39.5 42.2 - -

95-2000 2005-10 2015-20 2025-30 2030-40 2040-50

Crude birth rate 14.9 13.2 11.6 11.2 10.8 10.5 15.6 14.2 11.8 10.8 10.6 - -

Crude death rate 6.2 7.0 8.2 9.8 11.2 13.2 5.5 5.9 7.1 8.9 10.4 - -

Population growth rate 0.83 0.58 0.33 0.14 -0.04 -0.27 0.95 0.77 0.42 0.13 -0.04 -0.58 -0.68

Net migration rate -0.4 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.6 - -

Total fertility rate 1.65 1.76 1.89 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.74 1.71 1.74 1.80 1.80 - -

Life expectancy at birth 72.4 74.5 76.3 77.8 78.7 79.6 73.5 74.9 77.0 78.1 79.0 - -

(both sexes)

source: Kim (2000)

1」UNPD, Replacement Migration. 2000. P.120.

2」KNSO(Korea National Statistical Office), Population Projecton. 1996.

3」 Kim, Tae Hun, “Population prospects and social effects,” In Kwon et al 

Understanding of Fertility Transition in Korea, Seoul: Ilsin Publishing Co. 1997. 

P.173.

At the same time, the life expectancy of Koreans has increased 

from 66.8 in 1985 to 79.4 in 2010 as displayed in Figure 1-5. Accordingly, 

Korean society has become one of the fastest-growing aging societies in 

the world. Furthermore, a decreasing population will weaken the 
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foundation of the labor force and impose burdens on the younger 

generations who have to care for the older generations. 

[Figure 1-5] Life Expectancy of Korea and the World

Along with economic growth and expansion since the 1960s, Korea 

has experienced rapid urbanization due to a large number of migrants 

from rural to urban areas. The relatively high quality of employment 

opportunities, cultural and education exposure, and concentrated political 

and administrative powers are key determinants of migration. Although 

this phenomenon helped urban areas grow fast, it has caused another 

serious problem which is unbalanced development and growth between 

urban and rural areas. This is particularly true in the capital region 

where labor and capital are heavily concentrated. A high concentration 

has caused problems such as increased land and housing prices, serious 

traffic, and environmental pollution in the capital region. The social costs 

stemming from those problems are significant. For example, the capital 

region accounted for 55.4% of the entire cost of traffic congestion (23.7 

trillion won) in 2005. Furthermore, this gap between the capital and 

non-capital regions has resulted in serious regional and social 

confrontations in Korea (PCRD, 2008).
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[Figure 1-6] A Ratio of the Capital and Non-Capital Region Population

Source: PCRD (2008)
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Chapter 2 MOPAS and LOGODI

2.1 MOPAS

2.1.1 A Brief History of the MOPAS

The Ministry of Public Administration and Security (MOPAS) is 

regarded as the 'ministry of ministries' in that the MOPAS is responsible 

for overall national administrative affairs including government 

organizations, personnel, and e-government. The history of the MOPAS 

dates back to 1948 when the Ministry of Government Administration 

(MOGA) and the Ministry of Home Affairs (MOHA) were established as 

separate ministries. In 1998, the MOGA and the MOHA were merged into 

one ministry, the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs 

(MOGAHA). The current MOPAS was established through the merging of 

four government agencies: the Ministry of Government Administration and 

Home Affairs (MOGAHA), the Civil Service Commission, the National 

Emergency Planning Commission, and part of the Ministry of Information 

and Communication.

2.1.2 Vision, Mission, Structure, and Functions

The vision of the MOPAS can be represented by "Safe Korea, 

Advanced Local Autonomy and Regional Development, Efficient 

Government, and a Fair Society." To achieve this vision, the MOPAS 

designated missions as presented in the Figure 2-1.
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[Figure 2-1] Vision and Missions of the MOPAS

Source: MOPAS, English Brochure of the MOPAS.

The MOPAS has an organizational structure with one Minister, two 

Vice Ministers, 5 offices, and 3 main bureaus as shown in the following 

figure. 

[Figure 2-2] Organizational Chart of the MOPAS

Source: MOPAS, English Brochure of the MOPAS.
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The key functions of the MOPAS in line with its 5 Offices and 3 

main Bureaus are as follows:

(1) Planning and Coordination Office

▪Establishes and coordinates plans and major policies of MOPAS

▪Oversees Ministry's budget coordination and execution

▪Formulates basic plans for regulatory reform, legislative bill reviews and 

publication of the official Gazette

▪Responsible for information network system within the ministry

(2) Organization Management Office

▪Formulates and coordinates comprehensive plans on government 

organizations and personnel of central government ministries

▪Oversees affairs related to the improvement of administrative systems and 

administrative culture

▪Responsible for policies and operation related to executive agencies

▪Manages the information disclosure system of public agencies and the citizen 

suggestion program

(3) Personnel Management Office

▪Formulates policies and regulations on personnel management for central 

government civil servants

▪Coordinates sustainable pension and welfare policies for civil servants

▪Oversees civil service recruitment examination system

▪Provides regular learning programs, cyber education and overseas training 

opportunities for civil servants

(4) Informatization Strategy Office

▪Coordinates policies on national informatization and e-government

▪Responsible for the operation of e-government services and portal

▪Promotes global cooperation in informatization and e-government

▪Develops policies related to personal information protection and cyber 

security, as well as promotion of a healthy information societies
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(5) Disaster Safety Management Office

▪Coordinates policies for disaster safety management

▪Comprehensive management of disaster safety and crisis

▪Plans and coordinates policies on emergency preparedness

▪Oversees affairs related to national resource mobilization

(6) Local Administration Bureau

▪Supports affairs on local administration and central-local government 

cooperative issues

▪Oversees policies related to decentralization

▪Responsible for policies on resident participation affairs including local 

elections and resident recall system

▪Supports the operation of personnel administration, remuneration, education 

and training, and welfare for local civil servants

(7) Local Finance and Tax Bureau

▪Formulates policies on local government finance affairs

▪Conducts analysis for the promotion of healthy local financial management

▪Supports affairs related to the operation of local state-owned enterprises

▪Drafts mid-long term plans and conduct research on local tax systems

(8) Regional Development Policy Bureau

▪Establishes policies on reviving local economy and managing local 

commodity prices

▪Supports affairs on job creation and unemployment issues at the 

regional-level

▪Promotes low-carbon green growth with local governments

▪Supports job creation and to boost regional economy

▪Establishes policies related to the promotion of green growth, bicycle riding, 

outdoor advertising, and public toilet projects
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In addition to the Local Government Officials Development Institute 

(LOGODI), the MOPAS has 8 affiliated organizations as follows:

▪Central Training Officials Institute

▪National Archives of Korea

▪Government Building Management Services

▪National Computing and Information Agency

▪Committee for the Five Northen Korean Provinces

▪Appeals Commission

▪Korean Review Commission for Elevator Accidents

▪National Forensic Service

2.2 LOGODI

2.2.1 A Brief History of the LOGODI

As one of the most well-known and prestigious training centers in 

Korea, the Local Government Officials Development Institute (LOGODI) was 

established in September 1, 1965 in the name of the Local Administration 

Training Institute (LATI). The LATI, at the time of establishment, was 

under the Ministry of Home Affairs. In January of 1999, the LATI was 

renamed the National Institute of Professional Administration (NIPA) which 

incorporated the following five other training centers under other 

ministries (http://www.logodi.go.kr/eng/1/1_4.asp).

▪The Educational Administration Training Center under the Ministry of 

Education and Human Resources Development

▪The International Intellectual Training Institute under the Korea Intellectual 

Property Office

▪The Construction & Transportation Training Center under the Ministry of 

Construction and Transportation

▪The Statistical Training Center under the Korea National Statistical Office

▪The Agricultural Training Center under the Ministry of Agriculture

In January of 2005, the NIPA was reorganized as the current 
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LOGODI, and in the process five training centers were returned to their 

original ministries. The LOGODI has been housed in its current location 

since 1978.

2.2.2 Vision, Mission, Structure and Functions

The LOGODI is organized into two departments and six divisions 

with a manpower of 101 as follows: 

[Figure 2-3] Organizational Structure of the LOGODI

Source: http://www.logodi.go.kr/eng/1/1_5.asp

With its vision of "Cultivating Local Government Officials as a Top 

Institute of Global Education," the LOGODI has the mission to "nurture 

competency-based talents with an excellent education to lead effective and 

responsive local authorities with economic strength." To achieve its vision 

and mission, the LOGODI carries out the following functions:

▪Strengthen the competence of senior local government officials

▪Provide training and education for foreign local government officials

▪Provide professional training and education for local government officials

▪Provide training and education for executive directors and employees of 

local government-owned enterprises

▪Provide e-learning services

▪Assist training centers of local governments and enhance the public-private 

cooperation and collaboration
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2.2.3 Major Training Programs of the LOGODI

The training programs of the LOGODI are composed of domestic 

and international training programs. The LOGODI training programs are 

designed to meet the needs of local governments and their officials. The 

domestic training programs are divided into long-term training, general 

training, specialized training, training for elected local officials, training 

for local government-owned enterprises, and e-learning. There are four 

key programs in long-term training: Senior Policy Manager Program, 

Senior Leader Program, Future Leader Program, and Female Leader 

Program. The international training programs are designed and run for 

foreign local government officials not only to enhance their individual 

competence but also to improve the capacity of their organization. In 

2012, the LOGODI will train 166,080 domestic and foreign local government 

officials as planned in the following table.
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<Table 2-1> 2012 Training Plans of the LOGODI

Training 

Types
Programs Trainees

Number 

of 

Trainees

Training 

Duration

Total 166,080

Long-term 

Training

Senior Policy Manager 

Program 

Bureau directors of local 

governments (Local G3-4)
30 10 months

Senior Leader Program
Division directors of local 

governments (Local G4)
70 10 months

Future Leader Program
Deputy directors of local 

governments (Local G5) 
100 10 months

Female Leader Program
Female officials of local 

governments (Local G6) 
50 10 months

General 

Training G5 Leader Program

Local government officials 

newly promoted to 

manager-level (Local G5)

1,630 6 weeks

International 

Training

12 programs 

including local administration

Foreign local government 

officials
330 1~3 weeks

Professional 

Training

48 programs related to job 

training, national agenda, 

policy initiatives and 

international issues

Local G3-9 2,960 1~5 days

Elected 

local 

officials

3 programs including Vision 

Leadership Forum 

CEOs of local governments, 

members of local councils, 

local NGOs and media

120 1~3 days

Local 

government

-owned 

enterprises

11 programs including basic 

practices for local corporate

CEOs and managers of local 

government-owned 

enterprises 

790 3~5 days

E-learning

95 programs including job 

training, self-improvement, 

and public values

Local G3-9 160,000 1 month

2.2.4 Facilities

The size of the LOGODI is 162,234 m2 and consists of first-rate 

facilities for trainees. There are 8 buildings including the main building. 

There are 17 rooms for lectures and seminars, an auditorium, two 

dormitories, an international hall, a library with about 90,000 books, 

cafeterias, and a medical clinic. The LOGODI attempts to provide an 

optimal training environment to trainees.
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Year 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 Total

# of

Trainees
15 20 20 14 49 67 82 96 114 152 168 204 278 214 307 362 2,162

# of

Programs
1 1 1 1 3 4 5 6 8 10 10 12 14 11 11 13 111

2.2.5 Capacity Building of Foreign Government Officials

International training programs have become one of the core 

training programs in the LOGODI. Starting with the Korea-Japan 

Government Officials Exchange Program in 1996, the LOGODI has operated 

111 programs where 2,162 foreign government officials from 82 countries 

participated as in the following table.

<Table 2-2> Number of Foreign Government Officials Trainees

The LOGODI's international training programs are divided into two 

types. The first type is outsourced programs which are entrusted by 

international aid agencies such as the Korea International Cooperation 

Agency (KOICA), the OECD, and the UNDP. The second type is the 

LOGODI's self-operating programs upon the request of foreign 

governments. The major trainees are local government officials in 

developing countries and central government officials whose jobs are 

related with local administrative affairs or human resources development.

The LOGODI's international training programs vary depending on 

the training needs and training targets. Yet the core curricula include 

human resources management, human resources development, 

transparency in government administration, and e-government, all of 

which intend to build and enhance the capacity of trainees through 

knowledge/experience sharing of government management and economic 

development of Korea. The LOGODI, in conducting international training 

programs, utilizes lectures in combination with study visits to central 

government ministries, local governments and industrial sites, and 

in-depth discussions and action learning to solve key policy problems in 

the trainees' governments. Moreover, the LOGODI, for the first time in 
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Korean Government, developed and operated cyber training programs that 

allow trainees to be acquainted with Korean society, culture and government 

before participation (see www.logodi.go.kr/eng/education/index.html).

In particular, the LOGODI started on-site training programs since 

2010. On-site training programs are introduced to visit developing 

countries which participated in the LOGODI's international training 

programs and provide on-site tailored training for government officials. 

On-site training programs enable trainees to benefit from need-based 

follow-up training and to establish strong ties between trainees and the 

LOGODI. The LOGODI operated on-site training programs in Egypt in 2010, 

Mongolia in 2011, and Tanzania in 2012. 

2.2.6 International Exchanges and Cooperation

To become the world's foremost training institute, the LOGODI has 

strengthened exchanges and cooperation with foreign training institutes, 

international organizations, and strategy development partner countries. 

For the last two decades, the LOGODI has engaged in cooperative 

programs with foreign institutes as follows:

<Table 2-3> Cooperative Programs with Foreign Institutes

Year
Partner 

Countries
Institutes

1993 Japan MIAC
Ministry of Internal Affairs and 

Communications

2002 Mongolia NAOG National Academy of Governance

2006 Thailand TIA
Thailand Innovative Administration 

Consultancy Institute

2007 Vietnam NAPA National Academy of Public Administration

2008 Egypt NMI National Management Institute

2008 China SCETU
School of Continuing Education, Tsinghua 

University

2009 US IPPMI

International Public Policy and Management 

Institute, Martin School of Public Policy and 

Administration, University of Kentucky

2012 Tanzania LGTI Local Government Training Institute
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PART Ⅱ LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN KOREA
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CHAPTER 3 Institutional Framework of Local Government

3.1 Overview

Local self-government refers to a governing system that eligible 

residents who live in a bounded geographical area select their 

representatives and let them run their local government with relative 

autonomy from the central government. The local self-government system 

was implemented in Korea in 1952, four years after the establishment of 

the Republic of Korea on August 15, 1948. However, it lasted only for nine 

years during the rule of Lee Syngman and the succeeding regime, then 

degenerated into malfunction and chaos. With the rise of authoritarian 

rule after Park Chung Hee's military coup, local elections were abolished, 

and the constitution postponed implementation of local autonomy 

indefinitely until the hypothetical future unification of the Korean 

peninsula (Byong Man Ahn, 2008: 330). 

The assassination of President Park in 1979 and the rise of the 

Fifth Republic re-established a constitutional base for local self-rule. 

Under Article 118 of the Constitution of the Fifth Republic, local autonomy 

was extended to cover administrative affairs pertaining to the welfare of 

residents, management of property, and the establishment of local 

regulations. Furthermore, Article 19 described local councils. Concerning 

their restoration, however, the supplementary Article 10 of the 

Constitution states "Local councils shall be resumed incrementally 

according to the degree of financial self-sufficiency of local governments."

As Korea enjoyed extensive and rapid economic development 

throughout the 1970s and 1980s, its people became more interested in 

political freedom and human rights issues. Democratization became a 

crucial concern in the late 1980s and the early 1990s. Middle class 

Koreans as well as workers' and college students' groups demanded 

democratic reform of politics and government (Oh, 1999: 89-97).  During 

this movement, with the demand for direct presidential election by popular 

vote, the revival of the local autonomy system became a symbol of 
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democratization, and a major point of political strife. 

After a long debate over the local autonomy system and several 

amendments to the Local Autonomy Act (LAA), local council elections were 

held in 1991 and full-fledged local autonomy with comprehensive local 

elections followed four years later. Since then the local autonomy has 

continued to the present with four consecutive local elections.

3.2 Local Government System and Structure

Korea has adopted a two-tier local government system. The upper- 

level (regional level) local governments include province (Do 道) and 

metropolitan city (Kwangyeok-si 廣域市). The lower-level (municipal level) 

local governments include rural county (Gun 郡), city (Si 市), and district 

(Gu 區).  

[Figure 3-1] System of Korean Local Self-government

As a result of rural-urban mergers and consolidation among cities 

since 1995, the total number of autonomous bodies has fallen to 244 as of 
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July 1, 2012. The total number comprises 17 regional governments and 227 

municipal governments. As shown in Figure 3-1, the regional governments 

include Seoul Metropolitan City, Sejong City, 6 metropolitan cities (Busan, 

Incheon, Daegu, Gwangju, Daejeon, Ulsan), and 8 provinces (Gyeonggi, 

Gangwon, Chungnam, Chungbuk, Jeonnam, Jeonbuk, Gyeongnam, 

Gyeongbuk) and Jeju Province. Among them, Seoul Metropolitan City is 

classified as a special metropolitan city because of its role as the capital 

of Korea. Sejong City was designated as a special autonomous city in 

which 9 central government ministries, related government agencies and 

government research institutes are slated to be relocated. The legal status 

of Sejong City is very similar to Washington, D.C, in the United States of 

America. Jeju Province became a special autonomous province with 

relatively more authority in economic affairs to develop itself as an 

international investor-friendly area and includes two administrative cities 

in its jurisdiction. In addition, it includes two administrative cities, which 

are not autonomous bodies. The mayors of the two cities in Jeju Province 

are appointed by Jeju Governor. 

At the lower-level local governments, there are 80 counties, 73 

cities, and 69 autonomous districts. Among them, all of the autonomous 

districts and cities belong to metropolitan cities and provinces, 

respectively. While 75 out of 80 counties are sub-governments of 

provinces, the remaining 5 counties are those of metropolitan cities. 

Because the 5 counties are much closer to the metropolitan cities in 

terms of both the daily lives and economic activities of the residents, they 

are affiliated with metropolitan cities.  

All of the 244 local governments are classified as autonomous 

bodies with elected councils and administrative executives. Each 

lower-level local government has administrative sub-levels, Eup and Myeon 

in rural areas and Dong in urban areas. 

An individual local government can change its legal status by 

fulfilling conditions prescribed in the LAA. Gun (County) can be changed 

into a Si if it meets two criteria: when its population exceeds 50,000 and 

when most of its jurisdiction has become urban cityscape. LAA stipulates 
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that cities with more than 500,000 residents can set up administrative 

districts as sub-level administrative organizations which connect city hall 

and Dong offices. In contrast to the autonomous districts, administrative 

districts are operated under the comprehensive control of elected mayors 

who appoint the administrative heads of the district offices. Therefore, 

administrative districts, without legislative body, serve as the 

administrative arms of the city government. 

A city with over one million inhabitants can be designated as a 

metropolitan city, which has autonomous districts (Gu) within its 

jurisdiction. Having a population of one million, however, is not a 

sufficient condition, but a necessary one to be a metropolitan city. In fact, 

several cities having more than one million in population have not 

received the legal status of metropolitan city because they have not 

fulfilled other conditions such as financial capacity. 

[Figure 3-2] Administrative Jurisdictions of Provincial Governments
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Type Ave. Biggest Smallest

A
re

a (
㎢)

City 518.44

Andong-si,

Gyeongbuk

Province

1,521.82

Guri-si,

Gyeonggi 

Province

33.30

County 665.91

Hongcheon-gun,

Gangwon

Province

1,819.47

Ulleung-gun,

Gyeongbuk

Provicne

72.86

District 49.36

Gwangsan-gu,

Gwangju

Metropolitan

222.91

Jung-gu

Busan

Metropolitan

2.82

P
o
p
u
la

tio
n

City 308,475

Changwon-si,

Gyeongbuk

Province

1,091,881

Gyeryong-si

Chungnam

Province

42,942

County 55,137

Ulju-gun,

Ulsan

Metropolitan

204,680

Ulleung-gun,

Gyeongbuk

Provicne

10,742

District 328,179

Songpa-gu,

Seoul

Metropolitan

682,209

Jung-gu,

Daegu

Metropolitan

48,686

The current jurisdiction of provinces has been maintained for more 

than 100 years without major change except for the separation of 6 

metropolitan cities from the provinces. It is true that there are some 

problems in current jurisdictions of local governments. Firstly, despite the 

fact that Korea has experienced rapid socioeconomic changes such as 

urbanization, modernization of social infrastructure, and the development 

of transportation and communication technology since the 1970s, they 

have been rarely reflected in the current jurisdictions of local 

governments. Secondly, differences in the sizes of area and population 

even among the same level local governments cause an imbalance in 

financial capacity. In turn, this imbalance of financial capacity becomes a 

cause of the expanding gap among local governments. 

<Table 3-1> Differences in Area and Population among Municipalities   

Source: MOPAS. (2011). Internal Document

As suggested in Table 3-1, differences in the sizes of area and 

population are great even among similar types of local governments. For 
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Citizen

Election

Executive
Check & Balance

Council

example, Andong-si, located in Gyeongbuk Province, has a 45 times larger 

area than that of Guri-si which is located in Gyeonggi Province. In terms 

of population size, Songpa-gu in Seoul Metropolitan City is 14 times larger 

than Jung-gu, Daegu Metropolitan City. 

While many countries in Europe and the Americas have several 

different forms of local governments, all the local governments in Korea 

have the same governing structure which is referred to as mayor-council 

in the United States. The mayor-council form of local government consists 

of the chief executive (governor for province, mayor for metropolitan city, 

municipal city, county and district government) and the local council. The 

governor and mayor of both upper- and lower- level local governments 

are elected by direct popular vote for a four-year term. For council 

members of both upper and lower-level local governments, ten out of 

eleven are elected by popular vote and the remaining seats are occupied 

by proportional representatives. 

[Figure 3-3] Structure of Local Government 

The mayor and governor are sources of executive leadership in 

local governments. As the official and practical head of executive branch,  

they are responsible for daily administrative activities, appointing top-level 

officials, and budget preparation. They possess veto power over council 

actions.

 The local council as a legislative body representing residents' 
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interests, theoretically, has the countervailing power to perform check and 

balance functions in running local self-government. The functions and 

powers of both elected executives and local council will be explained in 

the following sections.

3.3 Functions of Local Governments  

3.3.1 Limited Scope of Power and Authority 

According to the LAA, Korean local governments enjoy power and 

autonomy across a broad range of government functions. Article 9 of the 

LAA provides local government with functions that are inherently local in 

nature and with functions delegated by the central government. The Act 

also exemplifies six categories of local government functions as follows; 

▪Functions related to the territorial jurisdiction, organizational and managerial 

aspects of local governments 

▪Functions to promote the general welfare of local residents 

▪Functions related to the promotion of industries including agriculture, 

forestry, trade, industry, etc. 

▪Functions related to regional development and the construction and 

management of environmental facilities 

▪Functions to promote education, athletic activities, culture and art

▪Functions related to civil defense and fire fighting

In reality, however, the scope of local government functions are 

relatively limited. The conditional clause of Article 9 of the LAA virtually 

restricts much of the power and authority of local governments 

concerning the above local functions. The conditional clause reads as 

follows: "Despite the functions specified in this law, the central government 

may exercise its own power and control over any function, if other laws 

define them as the functions of the central government." Currently 

numerous laws stipulate the above exemplified functions as those of the 

central government, which has seriously weakened the power and 
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autonomy of local governments. 

According to the internal data of the Presidential Commission for 

Decentralization (PCD) in 2009, the number of government functions totalled 

42,320. Among them the central government still holds the final decision 

power over two thirds (71.4%, 29,980), whereas local governments are in 

charge of less than a third (27.9%, 11,817) and delegated functions to local 

governments from the central government are 3.6% (1,523) (PCD 2009).

[Figure 3-4] Distribution of Government Functions

3.3.2 Overlapping Functions among Different Levels of Governments

Overlap is one of the conspicuous characteristics regarding the 

functional division among the different levels of local governments in 

Korea. Although the LAA defines provision for the functional divisions 

between upper-level local governments and lower-level governments, the 

scope of responsibilities among the two levels is blurred and complex. 

The LAA prescribes that the following functions be attributed to 

the upper-level governments (Province and Metropolitan Cities)
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▪Broad-area administrative affairs affecting two or more lower-level local 

governments

▪Affairs which should be managed in accordance with the same standards 

applicable to lower-level local governments belonging to the same 

upper-level local government

▪Affairs which need to be conducted in a uniformed way for all localities 

within the same upper-level local governments   

▪Affairs related to the contact, coordination, etc. between the national 

government and lower level governments

▪Affairs concerning the installation and management of facilities whose size is 

considered to be appropriate for joint installation by two or more lower-level 

local governments 

On the other hand, the LAA stipulates that affairs excluding those 

of the upper-level local governments are the functional areas of 

lower-level local governments. And lower-level local governments with a 

population of 500,000 or more may have more responsibilities regarding 

the affairs managed by the upper-level local government.  

3.3.3 Efforts for Decentralization

As public administrators in local governments and scholars have 

criticized the central government's reluctance to devolve authority to 

sub-national governments, the national government established the Special 

Committee on the Devolution of Government Affairs in 1999 which was 

renamed the Presidential Commission for Decentralization, and enacted the 

Special Act on the Promotion of Decentralization in 2004. The Act 

proclaims the necessity of decentralization and clarifies the methods and  

principles of decentralization. The role of the Commission, which was 

established upon the stipulation of the Act, is to promote devolution, i.e., 

a rational and systematic allocation of government affairs between the 

central and local governments. 

Table 3-2 shows the statistics about the performance of PCD since 

the establishment of the Commission. As of December 2011, while 3,023 
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functions were selected for decentralization, 1,709 functions of them were 

already decentralized, and 1,314 functions were in progress. 

<Table 3-2> Decentralization of Central Government Functions    

Total 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Planned to be

Decentralized
3,023 185 176 251 478 53 203 80 88 54 697 481 277

Completed 1,709 2 92 138 172 204 436 44 131 118 81 135 156

In Progress 1,314 - 1 1 12 - 19 12 11 11 531 439 277

Source:  PCD. (2012). Internal Document

In particular, the Participatory Government led by former President 

Roh Moo-hyun, in particular, adopted and aggressively pursued the 

policies of decentralization and balanced development throughout the 

nation as a government strategy to reform the governance of the nation 

and thereby to cope with increased competition and interdependency in 

the globalization era. Both the enactment of the Special Act on the 

Promotion of Decentralization and the establishment of Sejong City, a 

special autonomous city which is slated to accommodate most government 

ministries and agencies, are some related initiatives.  

However, the pace of decentralizing governmental functions has 

been quite slow so that local governments are still calling for more 

devolution from the central government. 

3.4 Summary

Local autonomy in Korea which was revived as the fruit of the 

democratization movement in the late 1980s and the early 1990s has  

developed continuously since the 1991 local council election and the 1995 

1st local general election. However, the pace of decentralization has been 

so slow that advocates of decentralization use the self-mocking expression 

of ‘30% local autonomy’ to describe the current state.   
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There are several reasons for the slow pace of decentralization. 

The central government ministries and agencies argue that local 

governments should enhance their capacity first to perform difficult tasks 

which are accompanied by decentralization. In contrast, local governments 

insist that the central government does not want to decentralize their 

functions because they are afraid of losing their powers and control over 

localities. Both are not groundless arguments. It is generally said that 

capacity building of local governments and decentralization should be 

done simultaneously because each of them can reinforce the other.   
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CHAPTER 4 Local Elections and Citizen Participation

4.1 Overview

In a representative democracy, voting is the most common form of 

participation, For many citizens, it is a matter of civic responsibility. 

Citizens go to the polls to elect the officials who will govern them. In 

order to select representatives who run government on behalf of the 

citizens' interests, various election methods have been developed in many  

democratic countries. Among them, Korean local governments have 

adopted a partisan multi-member district system combined with 

proportional representation.

4.2 Institutional Scheme

At the beginning, political parties were allowed to nominate 

candidates for local offices except for lower-level local councilors.  In 

fact, whether and to what extent political parties should be allowed to 

nominate their candidates for local positions have been controversial 

among political leaders, scholars, and NGOs since the local self- 

government resumed in the early 1990s. Those who witnessed negative 

aspects and side effects of party nomination have strongly argued that 

party nomination at least for lower-level local offices should be reserved 

for the time being in order to prevent local self-governments from being 

influenced by partisan interests. In contrast, there is a group of people 

who supports partisan local election by arguing that the political party is 

the only organization which articulates residents' interests and recruits 

new political elites. 

Despite the fact that opposition to party nomination was 

predominant, the Local Autonomy Act was amended by the National 

Assembly to extend party nomination to basic level local councilors in 

2005. 

Since the first general local elections in 1995, elected executives 
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have been elected through at-large elections. However, elections for local 

councilors has changed. Elections for councilors were conducted by a 

single-member district system at first and was later changed to the 

current  multi-member district system in 2005 to enable underrepresented 

groups in society such as minority groups including women obtain a 

foothold in local councils. In addition, a proportional representation 

system was also adopted in the same year to prevent excessive one party 

domination in individual local councils. The quota for proportional 

representatives both for upper-level and lower-level local councilors is 

10/100 of the fixed number of each council, respectively. 

Based on these institutional schemes, Korean voters choose four 

groups of local officials: ① upper-level government executives such as 

mayors of metropolitan cities and provincial governors, ② heads of 

municipal governments, ③ councilors for upper-level governments, and ④ 

councilors for municipal governments. In the 2010 election, people elected 

16 elected executives (governors and mayors) for upper-level governments 

and 228 mayors for municipal governments. Additionally, they elected 980 

councilors by district competition and 81 councilors as proportional 

representatives for upper-level local councils. For lower-level councils, 

2,512 councilors were elected by district elections and 376 councilors were 

elected by proportional representation. 

Elected people for local offices serve one 4-year term. LAA 

stipulates a 3-term limit―a total of 12 years―only for elected executives.  

4.3 Voter Turnout

In a democratic political system, voters should be the most 

important influence on government because sovereignty belongs to them. 

However, their interest and participation are often lamentably low. Turnout 

in general local elections has averaged around 50% except for in the first 

general local elections and the turnout in local by-elections has usually 

been lower than that. Voter turnout of local elections is, in general, lower 

than those of presidential elections. Some people do not vote because they 
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are apathetic or unaware. Others think voting is a farce because the 

system is rigged or the candidates are all alike anyway.

As shown in Figure 4-1, voter turnout in the first general local 

election in 1995 which elected both executives and local councilors at the 

same time was 68.8%. In the next 1998 election, it went down to 52.7% 

and again decreased to 48.8% in 2002. It increased slightly to 51.6% in the 

2006 election which was held after the introduction of institutional changes 

including extension of party nomination to lower-level local councilors, the 

change to a multi-member district system combined with proportional 

representation, and the introduction of a salary system for local 

councilors. Although the voter turnout in the 2010 elections increased up 

to 54.4%, it was not as high as in the first general election of 1995.  

While the turnout rate in national assembly elections has tended to 

decrease recently, local elections turnout has increased incrementally 

since the 2002 election.

[Figure 4-1] Changes of Voter Turnout in Local and Other Elections

Source: National Election Commission. http://www.nec.go.kr

Based on the statistical analysis of aggregate data, Hwang (2011) 

found that not only short-term, individual factors such as electoral 

closeness and incumbent running, but also long-term factors such as 

urbanization level, size of jurisdiction, and regional characteristics of an 

electoral district greatly affect voter turnout in general. One interesting 
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finding of this study is that voter turnout has substantially increased due 

to gubernatorial competition in metropolitan areas, while this had no 

effect on voter turnout in provincial areas.

Another interesting phenomenon regarding voter turnout in local 

elections is that turnout in urban areas has been lower than rural areas. 

That is, the more urbanized, the lower voter turnout and the less 

urbanized, the higher voter turnout. In fact, this trend has been 

demonstrated consistently in national assembly and presidential elections. 

As shown in Figure 4-2, this trend has continued for the past five general 

local elections without change despite the decrease in overall turnout.   

[Figure 4-2] Turnout Differences between Urban and Rural Areas 

Source: Hwang, Ah-Ran. (2005; 2010)

4.4 Characteristics: Local Elections without Local Issues

The past five general local elections have produced some special 

features. The most conspicuous feature is the so-called domination of 

national politics in local elections, which some have been referring to as 

"local election without local issues". Elections and the act of voting for the 

past 16 years have usually been shaped by the way parties in national 

political arena compete with each other rather than by the diversity of 
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local issues. 

First, central politics has dominated local elections. In general, 

local elections have been considered as a mid-term evaluation of an 

incumbent government and government party, and thereby national parties 

have deeply intervened in the entire process of local elections. The top 

issues in the past elections were not about local governments, but were 

concerned with national politics such as relevance of the central 

government policies, the government party's capacity or corruption, and 

the incumbent president's policy failure. For example, the key issue in the 

1998 local elections was curbing national government excesses and the 

corruption of the government party was the key issue in the 2002 local 

elections. Both in the 2006 and 2010 local elections, the issue of policy 

failure of the government parties was dominant in the election campaigns. 

Accordingly, the expression of local elections without local issues has been 

used to characterize Korea local elections.  

Secondly, incumbent candidates have prominent advantages in 

elections and the probability of reelection is higher than new candidates. 

As noted above, both because elections for the four different kinds of 

local offices are held on the same day and there are many candidates 

running for the offices, incumbent candidates have advantages in terms of 

media exposure and public relations. This is expecially true for incumbent 

elected executives. Electoral results have shown that the probability of 

reelection of the incumbent governors and mayors are higher than that of 

new challengers. For instance, in the 1998 local elections, the reelection 

rate of incumbent candidates was 76.3% where 148 out of 194 candidates 

won the elections. Although incumbency advantages have diminished over 

time, it is still effective in local elections.

Third, there is a strong tendency of straight ticket voting in local 

general elections. Voters do not have enough information about individual 

candidates because many candidates run for the four different local 

offices in the same election. In this situation, people tend to vote straight 

ticking for a particular party, not for individual candidates. 
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Upper-Level
Local Govt

No of 
Electoral
Districts

No of
Single
Cand.

No of
Multiple
Cands.

1st 
Code
Win

2nd 
Code
Win

3rd
Code
Win

4th
Code
Win

Rate of
1st Code 

Win

Seoul 160 67 93 90 3 0 0 96.8

Incheon 40 6 34 32 2 0 0 94.1

Daejeon 21 20 1 1 0 0 0 100.0

Daegu 44 9 35 35 0 0 0 100.0

Gwangju 25 5 20 12 8 0 0 60.0

Ulsan 19 12 7 4 3 0 0 57.1

Busan 70 34 36 33 3 0 0 91.7

Gyeonggi 151 51 100 94 5 1 0 94.0

Gangwon 51 15 36 28 6 2 0 77.8

Chungbuk 46 8 38 34 4 0 0 89.5

Chungnam 61 26 35 25 7 3 0 71.4

Gyeongbuk 102 29 73 56 13 4 0 76.7

Gyeongnam 95 42 53 42 8 3 0 79.2

Jeonbuk 72 19 53 30 19 4 0 56.6

Jeonnam 82 20 62 39 21 1 1 62.9

Total 1,039 363 676 555 102 18 1

<Table 4-1> Ballot Ordering Effect in 2010 Elections (Lower-Level Council) 

Source: Lee & Lee (2011). Influences of Electoral System and Administration on 

Electoral Results: In a Case of the 5th Korean Local Election. pp.338-339.

As a result of straight ticket voting, the so-called ballot ordering 

effect has appeared consistently so that the councilor candidate who has 

the first code on the ballot paper among candidates from the same party 

has more advantages to win elections under the multi-member district 

system. This is because voters cast their ballots for the first candidates of 

the party they support who receive the same code as their choice of 

elected executives at both levels of governments. Table 4-1 shows that the 

winning rate of the candidate with the first code on the ballot paper 

averages 82.1% in the 2010 lower-level councilor elections.

Fourth, straight ticket voting produces one party domination in 

many localities. One party domination refers to the situation that elected 

executives and the majority of councilors in the legislative body of local 
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government are from the same party. This one party domination is known 

to have a negative effect on local democracy because it tends to weaken 

checks and balances between the executive and legislative branches in 

operating local governments. Many electoral studies point out that political 

regionalism has induced local residents to vote a straight ticket for a 

party which subsequently becomes a major reason for one party 

domination. 

In fact, the paramount importance of political regionalism whereby 

a party maintains strong political support from voters in a specific region 

based on their geographical identity to party leaders has been vividly 

shown in most Korean elections, particularly in two rival regions―Jeonla 

(Jeonnam and Jeonbuk) provinces in the Southwest and Gyeongsang 

(Gyeongnam and Gyeongbuk provinces in the Southeast. It is known that 

while split ticket voting tends to produce the so-called ‘divided’ 

government, straight ticket voting tends to result in a unified government. 

Figure 4-3 illustrates that the rate of unified local government at 

the upper level increased steadily until the 2006 local elections, but it 

dropped considerably in the 2010 elections. In the case of municipal 

governments, a unified government was formed for the first time in 2006 

due to partisan elections for municipal councilors that were introduced in 

2005. The rate of unified government was 74.4% in the 2006 elections, but 

declined to 60.1% in the next elections. 

[Figure 4-3] Rate of Unified Local Governments

Source: National Election Commission. http://www.nec.go.kr
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4.5 Citizen Participation

Local governments are special because they are close to the people 

they serve. Local government is the level of government that provides  

people with many services such as trash collection, fire fighting, park 

maintenance, issuing official documents, and the pavement of streets. In 

this vein, citizen participation is crucial to the functioning of local self- 

governments as democracy polities.

Citizens have opportunities to participate in government in various 

ways other than voting. LAA has undertaken extensive institutional 

measures to open local governments to public scrutiny and to stimulate 

public input. Citizens can participate in the administration of local 

governments through various institutional mechanisms such as resident 

petition and initiative, resident request for audit and investigation, 

residents' lawsuit, referendum, and recall. The key characteristic shared 

by these institutional measures is that they are actions initiated by 

citizens. These measures have positive effects on local democracy at least 

in two aspects. Firstly, they enable government and the citizenry to 

exchange information, and thus contribute to the growing capacity of local 

governments. Secondly, they may alter resource allocations and political 

power patterns. 

As provided in Table 4-2, resident petition, initiative, and resident 

request for audit investigation were introduced first in 1999 and followed 

by referendum five years later. Resident's lawsuit was introduced in 2005 

and recall was institutionalized in 2006. While the legal basis of all citizen 

participation measures has been established in LAA, among them 

referendum and recall were institutionalized by enacting individual laws in 

particular. 
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Measure Referendum
Citizen

Initiative
Recall

Resident's

Lawsuit

Audit & 

Inspection

Date of 

Enactment

January

2004 

August

1999

May 

2006

January

2005 

August

1999

Legal 

Basis

Article 14

of LAA &

Referendum 

Act

Article 15

of LAA

Article 20

of LAA &

Recall Act

Article 17

of LAA

Article 16

of LAA

Intent of

Measure

Encouraging

citizen

participation

in local

government

operations

Reflection

of citizens’

opinions in

revision &

abolition of 

ordinance 

Tightening

citizen

control 

over 

elected 

officials

Protecting

citizens’

common

interests

Heightening

citizen 

control & 

participation

in gudget 

preparation

& execution 

<Table 4-2> Institutional Measures for Citizen Participation

4.5.1 Citizen Petition and Initiative

The first step in the initiative process is the petition. The petition 

signature requirement varies by both the purpose of the petition and the 

size of local government. To request enactment, revision or abolition of 

ordinance, the minimum number of petition signatures for both the 

upper-level local governments and a large city with 500,000 or more 

residents should be no less than 1/100 of the total number of eligible 

voters. For the lower-level local governments, the minimum number of 

petition signatures should not be less than 1/50 of the total number of 

eligible voters.

4.5.2 Resident Request for Audit and Inspection and Resident's Lawsuit

Korean local residents have a right to officially request audit and 

investigation about what local government conduct. In this case, the 

minimum petition signature requirement is determined by the ordinance of 

the competent local government within the range of not exceeding 400 

persons for upper-level local governments, 300 persons for a large city 

with a population of 500,000, and 200 persons for lower-level local 
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governments. If two years have elapsed from the date on which the 

relevant disposition of affairs has been completed, a citizen's request for 

audit and investigation cannot be granted. In most cases, the requests are 

made by public interest groups, rather than by individual citizens.

Citizens who have made a request for auditing and inspecting may 

file a lawsuit for unlawful acts or the neglect of business related to 

matters requested for the inspection against the head of the competent 

local government. 

4.5.3 Recall

Recall is the most powerful citizen participation mechanism in 

representative democracy in the sense that citizens can remove elected 

officials from office before their terms expire. Recall makes it possible for 

the public to aware official misconduct. On occasion, however, simply 

running afoul of resident preference is enough to trigger a recall. The 

rationale for a recall is simple such that public officials are subject to 

continuous voter control.    

The Recall Act of 2006 stipulates the requirement of petition 

signature differently for the office of the official sought to be recalled. For 

metropolitan mayors and governors, a minimum of 10% of eligible voters' 

signatures in the jurisdiction is required and for the municipal level 

mayors, 15% is required. In case of councilors, a minimum of 20% of 

voters' signatures is needed for petition. The Recall Act stipulates that a 

minimum one third of eligible voters in the electoral district must cast 

ballots and that a majority vote is required to remove an official. The 

vacancy created by a successful recall is filled by a subsequent special 

election. There have been 47 petition drives sought to recall elected 

officials from their offices from July, 2007 to July, 2009, but only two of 

them could fulfill the requirement of petition signature stipulated by law. 

And even the two recall efforts were not successful because they did not 

fulfill the minimum requirement regarding voter turnout. The reason for 

the recall of both cases was not the misconduct of officials, but the 
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Time Target Official Reason for Recall Result and Reason

2008. 7

Mayor of 

Hanam City,

Gyeonggi Province

Construction of 

crematorium

Failure to meet minimum 

requirement of voter 

turnout (31.1%)

2009. 5
Governor of

Jeju Province

Construction of 

Naval base

Failure to meet minimum 

requirement of voter

turnout (11%)

conflict between elected executives and citizens surrounding the elected 

executives' plan to construct facilities that the citizens did not want to 

accommodate in their jurisdiction.  

<Table 4-3> Cases of Recall Ballot 

4.5.4 Referendum

Referendum was legally adopted when the local self-government 

system was reintroduced in 1991. In fact, LAA stipulated that the chief 

executives of local governments may request residents' voting on major 

matters to be decided by the local governments which impose an 

excessive burden or have a significant effect on the residents. However, 

this had been a dead letter until 2004 because the central government did 

not enact the law despite the fact that Article 14 of LAA states that 

"Matters concerning the objects, proposers, requirements for proposal, 

procedures, etc. of the residents' voting shall be prescribed separately by 

other Acts.“ 

The Referendum Act, enacted in 2004, states that the chief 

executive of the local government can refer some serious matters to 

resident voting by his or her own authority, the request of citizens, or the 

request of local council. Resident voting by citizens' request can be 

classified as popular referendum, a special type of referendum whereby 

citizens can petition to vote on actions taken by legislative bodies, while 

general referendum allows a governing body to submit important proposals 

to the voters for ratification. 

The recent Citizens' Request for Nullification of Free Meal 
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Ordinance enacted by in Seoul Metropolitan Council is a good example of 

residents’ voting initiated by citizens.

4.5.5 Other Citizen Accesses to Local Governments

There are some more accessibility measures that have been 

adopted by local governments other than aforementioned. They are also 

meant to make local government more accountable. 

Citizen Participatory Budgeting in local governments has been 

recently legalized in Korea. The purpose of this system is to extend citizen 

participation to the budgetary process of local governments and thereby to 

improve democracy and efficiency in the process of financial and policy 

decision making at the local level. Participatory budgeting has proved to 

enhance the quality of citizen participation in the local government policy 

making process despite the problem of unequal influence on the budget of 

local governments. 

Local governments run a variety of committees in which public or 

special interest groups can participate. While some important committees 

such as the Committees on Urban Planning are formed by legal mandate 

of the central government, most of the committees in local government 

are formed by local ordinances or executive rules (orders) of local 

governments. In order to represent the diverse society, each local 

government committee includes representatives of citizen groups or NGOs 

and women. 

After 1993, a number of local governments enacted the Official 

Information Disclosure Ordinance, resembling the Official Information 

Disclosure Act of central government, which states that local government 

should provide citizens with basic and key administrative information 

within proper time limits. The Ordinance helps citizens understand and 

monitor how the financial and administrative resources of their local 

governments are used and, thereby, contributes to the enhancement of 

transparency in public administration.  

The ward committee (Bansanghoe) is a neighborhood meeting at the 
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lowest level of government administration which is led by a ward leader 

selected by the citizens themselves. As a semi-governmental channel of 

communication, Bansanghoe is utilized to provide citizens with 

administrative information directly related to their daily lives. There are 

more than 460,000 ward committees across the country in which people in 

a small ward (ban) convene once a month and discuss ward matters and 

community issues.

4.6 Summary

The institutional scheme for local government has changed over 

time and now Korean local governments have adopted a partisan 

multi-member district system combined with proportional representation. 

Voter turnout rates decreased until 2002. Some characteristics have 

appeared in the past five general local elections: high voter turnout in 

rural areas and low turnount in urban areas, domination of central 

politics in local election campaigns, incumbency advantages, and formation 

of unified government as result of straight ticket voting. 

Korean local governments adopted an array of citizen participation 

measures. Included are citizen initiative, referendum, recall, citizen request 

for audit and investigation, and resident's lawsuit. In addition, citizen 

participatory budgeting has been recently employed to strengthen citizens 

control over the local government budgeting process. These institutional 

measures continue to strengthen citizen engagement in local government 

operations. 
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CHAPTER 5 Local Councils and Elected Executives 

5.1 Overview

In the mayor-council form of local government, both elected 

executives and local councils represent their electorates in operating 

governments. Local councils and executives compete for control of 

programs and policies, at times cooperating, at other times in 

confrontation, and sometimes even in gridlock. Since the executive body 

and the council are expected to check and balance one another, each is 

endowed with proper legal authorities. 

Local council members and executives are not the only players in 

local politics, however. Bureaucrats are significant participants and the 

influence of NGOs in the policy process at the local level has increased 

recently. 

5.2 Local Council: Representation with Limited Power and Capacity

5.2.1 Functions and Powers of Local Council

 As representative bodies of local government, local councils engage 

in three principal functions: policy-making, representation, and oversight. 

The first, policy-making, includes enacting ordinances and allocating 

financial resources. Policy-making is the most important function of local 

council in a representative local democracy system. The policy-making 

function is realized in several ways. Firstly, local councils make, revise, 

and abolish ordinances which regulate and provide legal basis of official 

actions of local governments. They can initiate a bill with the signatures 

of either more than ten council members, or one fifth of the total council 

members.  

Secondly, local councils have the so-called power of purse: to 

review and revise the budget proposal prepared by executive branches and 

to approve it. However, local councils are not allowed to increase the 
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amount of budget for a certain item, or to introduce a new item in the 

budget. Finally, local councils may use their policy-making power by 

approving or rejecting executive branches' policy proposals. As of 

December, 2011, while regional governments have 5,020 ordinances and 

2,076 bylaws, municipal governments have 48,222 ordinances and 20,702 

bylaws in total.

<Table 5-1> Ordinances of Local Governments, 2011

Total Municipal Government Regional Government

Ordinance 53,242 48,222 5,020

Bylaw 22,778 20,702 2,076

Source :  MOPAS. (2012). Internal Document

In their second function, councilors are expected to represent their 

constituents, the people who live in their districts. Councilors are expected 

to speak for the interests of their electorate. As explained in the previous 

section, local councilors are elected by district election. This means that 

individual councilors have their own constituencies to represent in the 

legislative body. Taking care of citizen petitions is regarded as the 

rewarding business of local councilors.

The third, oversight over the policy and activities of the executive 

branch, is also a major function of local councils. Local councils review 

policy proposals and budget preparation submitted by the executive and 

request changes regarding the content. In doing so, councilors as a whole 

can reflect the will of the citizens in local government policies and 

activities. Regarding this power, LAA guarantees the authority of council 

to inspect and investigate the executive branch's affairs for a maximum of 

14 days for upper-level councils and a maximum of 9 days for lower-level 

councils. In addition, the council can investigate a specific affair within 

the domain of local governments when a plenary session makes a decision 

by a majority vote. In the midst of inspection and investigation, the 

council can demand the submission of documents, and demand to have 
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Submission of 

bill for review
⇨ ◦Audit & inspection

◦Make, change &

  abolishment of Ordinance

◦Deliberation & determination

  of budget

◦Handling petitions

⇦
Election &

petition

Notify results of 

review
⇦ ⇨

Reportpetition re 

sults

Executive  Council Citizen

the head of the local government or a public official appear in the session 

to give a testimony.    

The first clause of Article 35 of the Local Autonomy Act (LAA) 

exemplifies some of the key powers of the local council as follows.

▪Enactment, revision and abolishment of ordinances

▪Review and approval of budgets

▪Imposition of user fees, service charges and local taxes that are not 

prescribed either by law or by executive and ministerial orders

▪Approval of the executive branch's activities using financial resources

▪Audit and inspection of administrative affairs

▪Receiving citizens' petitions

[Figure 5-1] Roles of Local Councils

5.2.2 Structure of Local Council: Committee and Secretariat

The activities of local councils mainly operate thorough plenary 

sessions and standing committee meetings. The standing committee is 

composed of a certain number of councilors and is designed to work on 

specialized areas of executive functions such as administration and 

autonomy, finance and economy, health and welfare, among others. 
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The number of standing committees in each council varies 

regarding the number of councilors. For the upper-level local council, 

while the largest council has 10 committees, the smallest one 

accommodates only 5 committees as shown in Table 5-2. For the 

lower-level, the largest council has 6 committees and the smallest one has 

no committee. Most municipal councils have 3 standing committees. Table 

5-2 shows the variation of committee numbers in committees in the local 

council at both levels.

<Table 5-2> Number of Standing Committees

N of Standing
Committees T 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Upper-level 16 3 6 5 2

Lower-level 228 67 7 128 21 4 1  

Source: MOPAS. (2012). Internal Document

Below are two examples of local council structure. Figure 5-2 shows 

the organizational structure of the Seoul Metropolitan Council which is the 

second largest in terms of the number of councilors. Figure 5-3 shows 

that of a typical municipal council, Yeosu City Council in Jeonnam 

Province. The Seoul Metropolitan Council has 10 standing committees and 

2 special committees. Each standing committee in Seoul Metropolitan 

Council is composed of about 10 councilors. In the case of Yeosu City 

Council, there are 4 standing committees and about 6 councilors compose 

each committee. 

Individual local councils at both levels establish a secretariat to be 

responsible for the council's affairs such as legislation, examination of 

the budget, and the settlement of accounts, etc., and to manage the 

administrative affairs of council. Upon the direction of the chairperson, 

the secretary general controls the affairs and supervises the staffs. Each 

committee receives support from a special advisor who receives the 

orders from the chairperson of committee. 
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[Figure 5-2] Organizational Structure of Seoul Metropolitan Council

[Figure 5-3] Organizational Structure of Yeosu City Council 
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A problem of the local council that has been pointed out is that it 

is not the chairperson of the council, but elected executives who have the 

appointment power over the secretariat staff including the secretary 

general. That is, the staffs of local council rotate among those of 

executive branch so that they do not show unwavering loyalty to 

councilors.     

5.2.3 Activities of Local Councilors

As of 2012, there are 843 councilors for upper-level local 

governments including 81 proportional representatives and 82 

representatives for the educational committee elected by separate election. 

And for lower-level local governments, 2,888 councilors including 376 

proportional representatives serve the people in their jurisdiction. As 

shown by the numbers in the parenthesis of each cell in Table 5-3,  

gender is skewed. Most women councilors are proportional representatives.

<Table 5-3> Number of Local Councilors, 2010

Total District Proportional Education

Upper-level

(Male:Female)

843

(729 : 114)

680

(625 : 55)

81

(23 : 58)

82

(81 : 1)

Lower-level

(Male-Female)

2,888

(2,267 : 621)

2,512

(2242 : 270)

376

(25 : 351)
N/A   

At first, the competency of local councilors did not reach an 

appropriate level. As shown in Figure 5-4, the education level, as an 

indicator representing competency, of local councilors has changed 

greatly. About 70% of councilors who served in the 2nd period of local 

self-government were high school graduates. However, the proportion of 

high school graduate councilors has decreased since the 2002 election, 

and the numbers of college graduate and post-graduate councilors have 

increased dramatically.   
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[Figure 5-4] Education of Municipal Councilors

Local councilors are paid monthly on similar terms as middle-level 

public administrators of the executive branch. Regarding the salaries for 

local councilors, there has been persistent strife between local councilors 

and citizen groups. While local councilors demand an increase in salary to 

compensate incurred expenses for their work, citizens and NGOs criticize 

local councilors for being ineffective and inefficient. At present, individual 

local councils can set the salary for their councilors within the limit 

decided by the Ministry of Public Administration and Safety.

The controversy over councilors' salary is related to their roles 

and contributions to the constituency in reality. According to one study 

on the time management of lower-level local councilors, local councilors 

spent 36.3% of their time preparing and attending sessions, and 28.5% for 

attending the weddings and funerals of constituents (Choe 2010). Findings 

from this study suggest that local councilors think that the frequency of 

attending residents' weddings and funerals and the successful handling of 

citizen petitions are much more important than good performance in 

official activities such as contribution to making ordinances, checking 

affairs of executive branches, and investigating misuse of financial 

resources.
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[Figure 5-5] Time Management of Councilors (Number: Hours per Week)

Whereas the district elections are won by popular vote, the 

leadership of local councils are neither strong nor efficient and 

professional. Council members have clearly defined constituencies to hold 

them accountable. This is a source of strength, but their narrow 

perspective and the fact that they only partially represent the 

government's jurisdiction renders elected executives inferior in power 

relations. Many local council members experience the so-called 'council 

dependence' on executives and bureaucracies for information. Although 

the council is expected to share policy-making responsibilities with elected 

executives, who also oversee implementation, most information with which 

the council makes policy stems from the executive body. 

An additional factor that minimizes the influence of councilors are 

their patronage relations with either elected executives or congressmen 

whose electoral districts involve the councilor's constituencies. Both have 

much more resources than councilors in general. Elected executives can 

easily handle local councilors with budget allocation, political networks and 

other resources. The key resource of congressmen is party nomination in 

elections. Because congressmen hold the power of party nomination of 

candidates for elected offices at the local level, both those who aspire to 
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be candidates for the councilor position or incumbents expecting 

candidacy for the next election need to establish and maintain amicable 

relationships with congressman. This relationship makes local councilors 

act according to their patron's intention in many cases.

5.3 Elected Executives: Strong Leadership without Challenge

5.3.1 Powers of Elected Executives

Local councils do not have sole control of the local government's 

policy-making function. Mayors or governors also determine policy. 

Elected executives are the most powerful actors in Korean local 

governments. With institutional powers and unofficial political resources, 

they exert enormous influence in operating local governments. In fact, 

they dominate the policy making process in local governments without 

serious challenge from local councils, NGOs, or any other social forces.  

Since the revival of local self-governments, elected executives have 

dominated local politics. LAA grants them substantial budgetary, 

appointment and veto powers and keeps local councils feeble and 

fragmented under the strong mayoral form of government. The following 

is the list of powers of elected executives stipulated in LAA.

▪Representing local government

▪Exercising general direction and control over administrative affairs

▪Appointment power

▪Preparation and implementation of budget

▪Veto power

Elected executives can play councilors off against one another, 

pleasing just enough to retain majority support. This is especially true in 

many local governments that are formed as unified governments by 

electoral results. Elected executives are the only government-wide elected 

officials, so they receive more media attention and can claim to speak for 

all in their jurisdictions. Additionally, the LAA allows more power on the 

part of elected executives rather than the local council under the strong 
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mayor-council form of government.

5.3.2 Characteristics of Elected Mayors

There are some common characteristics of elected executives. 

Firstly, most elected executives are male. Female elected executives are 

rare. As indicated in Figure 5-6, the proportion of female mayors in 

municipal governments is only 2,6%, 6 out of 228 mayors after the 2010 

election. In case of municipal councilors, the proportion was 2.2% in 2002 

election, but it bounced up to 15.0% in the 2006 election and 21.5% in the 

2010 election. This is the effect of the quota system for women in listing 

proportional representatives which was introduced in 2005. The proportion 

of female councilors elected in district elections is only 10.7%. Until now, 

there has been no female governor or woman metropolitan city mayor. 

These data indicate that elected offices in local governments are male 

dominant.

[Figure 5-6] Proportion of Women in Elected Local Offices

Secondly, upper-level executives are more educated and older than 

lower-level executives. As of December 2011, while most governors and 

metropolitan city mayors are in their 60s, most municipal mayors are in 

their 50s. 75% of governors and upper-level mayors have a post-graduate 

degree, whereas 37.4% of municipal mayors hold a post-graduate degree.
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[Figure 5-7] Age and Education of Elected Executives in 2010 Election

 

Because elected executives are chosen by popular vote, they tend 

to spend much time on relationships with their constituencies by attending 

various private ceremonies and meeting citizens to secure political support 

for the next election. It is often criticized that some elected executives 

waste the government budget by allocating a considerable portion to policy 

programs with short-term effects without securing a sustainable effect on 

the community.

5.4 Public Administrators 

It is assumed that the ability to appoint their own choices to top 

positions in the executive branch enhances the policy management role of 

elected executives. However, this is not the case in current local 

governments in Korea. Although the LAA stipulates that elected executives 

have the right to appoint their own staff, the power of elected executives 

to exercise this right in reality is severly constrained by national laws and 

regulations (Byong-Joon Kim, 1994: 284-291).
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The Korean civil service system is a so-called "career corps 

system" characterized by two principles, initial appointment at an early age 

and guarantee of a lifetime career. The essence of this system is that its 

members are recognized, by themselves and others, as belonging to a 

group that has been recruited, chosen, and trained with specific criteria 

and appointed or promoted to a rank that identifies their status within the 

group. As members of the corps, they are assured of lifetime employment 

except in the case of proven and serious misconduct (Zimmerman, 1995).

In Korean local governments, only those who pass certain 

examinations administered by the government can obtain positions in 

government organizations. Among 9 classes (Grade 1 to Grade 9) of the 

Korean civil services system, there are 3 entry levels; Grade 5, Grade 7, 

and Grade 9. Under the auspices of the national government, the 

upper-level local governments have administered examinations for 

recruiting Grade 7 and Grade 9 employees and have operated training 

programs for them. The power to recruit and to train Grade 5 employees, 

who are middle level managers, is still run by the national government.   

Public administrators in the local government share some portion 

of power with their elected executives. As described above, elected mayors 

tend to focus on political activities outside the executive branch while 

career public administrators play important roles and enjoy discretion 

given by their elected executives in developing policy proposals, 

implementing decided policies, and conducting routine affairs in 

organizational management. 

5.5 Local Power Structure: Mayor-dominant System

Who governs at the local level? Who makes important decisions in 

the local government? Whose influence on the policy-making process is 

greater than other players in localities? These are questions that are 

naturally raised when a local self-government system is in place. 

A considerable amount of research has been conducted regarding 

the political aspects of local governance. However, those theoretical 
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perspectives developed in foreign countries are not congruent with the 

current state of local politics in Korea.

Since the restoration of full-fledged local autonomy in 1995, elected 

executives have dominated local politics. A series of research on mayoral 

leadership and policy-making processes in Korea indicate that the Korean 

local government, in general, is characterized by a mayor-dominant 

system, whereby the policy process of local government tends to be 

dominated by elected executives and appointed public administrators 

sharing some portion of a mayor's power (Ha 2001). That is, elected 

executives exercise strong political power based on the amount of 

resources they posses, and other groups or actors cannot effectively 

check the mayor's influence.

5.6 Summary

Korean local governments were designed to check and balance 

local councils and elected executives. However, this is not the case in 

reality. While elected mayors dominate local government and politics, local 

councils have not played expected roles because of several reasons; 

insufficient official powers, low level of professionalism, and political 

clientelism. Although several institutional measures have been introduced 

to enhance the capacity of local councils, the performance of local 

councils has not satisfied citizens.   
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CHAPTER 6 Intergovernmental Relations

6.1 Overview

Local self-government is a governing system whereby central and 

local governments share power and responsibility in governing the nation.  

Korean local self-governments were created by the central government in 

a way that the central government legally authorized them as corporate 

bodies with a certain amount of autonomy in providing public services to 

the people. Sharing power and responsibility between central and local 

governments implies that the two parties interact with each other 

regarding the provision of public services. 

Intergovernmental relations include five different dimensions; the 

relationship between central-upper-level local governments; between 

central-lower level local governments; between upper and lower level local 

governments; between upper-level local governments; and between 

lower-level local governments. Figure 6-1 illustrates these dimensions of 

intergovernmental relations.

[Figure 6-1] Intergovernmental Relations
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Intergovernmental relations are multifaceted. While relationships 

sometimes appear cooperative in certain aspects, at other times it can be 

conflicting. Individual local self-governments also have relationships with 

other  local self-governments; relations at the same level and different 

levels of governments. Like the relations between central and local 

governments, the relationship between local governments also includes 

both cooperative and conflicting aspects because each of them has 

autonomy in its jurisdiction and share the same border with others in 

some cases. 

6.2 Central-Local Relations: Conflict and Cooperation

6.2.1 Administrative Control over Local Governments

The central government exercises very strong power and influence 

over local governments in Korea. 

First, the number of government officials and organizational units  

in local governments are limited under the control of the central 

government. Although local self-governments have autonomy in operating 

government based on their own will, this is not the case for Korean local 

governments. Once every three years, the central government, MOPAS, 

calculates the total sum of labor costs for individual local governments 

and makes them allocate financial resources for managing labor forces. 

This means that local governments cannot spend their budget for labor 

costs more than the calculated amount of money by the central 

government. In addition, local governments need to obtain approval of the 

central government in order to create a new organizational unit in 

addition to the current size.   

The Local Autonomy Act (LAA) provides that the central 

government is authorized to intervene in the daily operation of local 

governments. Article 155 states that central government ministers can 

advise and guide local government on any administrative matter, regarding 

both autonomous and delegated functions. If necessary, they can request 
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the executive body of the local government to submit relevant materials 

and documents to them. The minister can even revoke or suspend local 

government's decisions on autonomous functions as well. But in this case, 

the revocation or suspension of local government's decisions can be made 

only when they violate laws and orders. If the elected executive disagrees 

with the revocation or suspension of central government, he/she can file 

a suit in the Supreme Court within 15 days from the revocation or 

suspension. In addition, Article 156 states that upper-level local 

governments fall under the supervision of the central government, while 

lower-level local governments fall under the supervision of upper-level 

local government.

Article 158 also states that the Minster of Public Administration 

and Safety (MOPAS) can conduct an audit even on inherently local 

functions, if it finds the local government violates laws and orders of 

central government or severely hurt the public interest, they can order 

the elected executives to correct them in a given period of time. If the 

chief executive does not follow the order, the minister can revoke or 

suspend the decision.

According to the internal data of the Presidential Commission for 

Decentralization (PCD) in 2008, approximately 50 percent of the functions 

that local governments perform are delegated functions. If the ministers 

of the central government find that the upper-level local government 

neglects its duties regarding delegated functions, they can write a writ of 

mandamus to urge the local government to accomplish the duties in a 

given period of time. The chief executive of the upper-level local 

government can also write the writ of mandamus to the lower-level local 

government. When the local government does not follow the writ of 

mandamus, the minister of the central government and the chief executive 

of the upper-level local government can conduct an execution by proxy at 

the expense of the local government. 
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6.2.2 Veto Power on the Decision of the Local Council

MOPAS can order an elected executive of the upper-level 

government to veto the decision of the local council if he/she finds the 

decision violates laws and orders of the central government, or they hurt 

the public interest severely. The chief executive who receives the order 

from the minister is obliged to veto the decision. The chief executive of 

the upper-level local government can make the same order to the 

executive of lower-level local government. The local council can override 

the veto by the vote of a two-third majority with over half of the 

members present. But in this case, the Minister of Home Affairs can order 

the chief executive of the local government to file a suit in the Supreme 

Court within 20 days of the decision. If a chief executive does not follow 

the order of the minister, the minister himself/herself can file the suit.

6.2.3 Fiscal Control

In addition to the administrative authorities described above, the 

central government also has strong fiscal control mechanisms. First of all, 

it exerts strong influence through the distribution of categorical grants 

and shared taxes. Second, the central government (MOPAS) can also 

utilize revenue sharing as a leverage on the local government. Formally 

there is not much discretion in the distribution of revenue sharing 

because it is distributed by a fixed formula. But it should be noted that 

one-eleventh of the revenue sharing is saved for special administrative 

needs that cannot be forecasted at the time of budget formulation. MOPAS 

exercises strong discretionary powers in distributing such special funds 

because there are no specific and detailed guidelines for their distribution.

6.2.4 LULU and PIMFY: Conflict and Competition

The term of Lulu, Locally Unwanted Land Use, refers to a 

phenomenon that local residents oppose upper-level government's 

intension to use the land of their neighborhood for undesirable facilities 
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such as landfills, prisons, and social welfare facilities for handicapped 

people. Accordingly, LULU is used as a synonym of NIMBY (Not in My 

Back Yard) and has been a source of intergovernmental conflict. The 

conflict between the central and several local governments concerning the 

central government's twenty-year effort to site the Radioactive Waste 

Management Facility in several places is a case in point. 

On the contrary, the term of PIMFY (Please in My Front Yard) 

refers to a phenomenon that local residents and local governments 

welcome desirable facilities such as national museums and non-pollution 

industrial complexes. Because such facilities are considered to contribute 

to the development of local governments and communities, local 

governments and residents compete with other local governments to 

attract them. For example, recently, several local governments at both 

levels competed with other local governments to invite the 

Science-Business Belt (the Complex for industrialization of Scientific 

Research) to their jurisdiction because the project was sponsored by the 

national government budget.   

6.3 Relations between Local Governments

Individual local governments also have both cooperative and 

conflicting relations with other local governments. These relations are 

established both between same and different levels of governments.

6.3.1 Entrustment of Affairs

Local governments may entrust some part of their affairs to any 

other local governments. Article 151 of LAA stipulates that an upper-level 

local government which entrusts part of affairs needs to report to both 

the head of the relevant central government agency and to the minster of 

MOPAS, and in the case of a lower-level local government, it must report 

to the chief executive of upper-level government.  

Functional areas of entrustment vary such as water and sewage 
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Total

Water 

& 

Sewage

Waste Cemetery

Road

Cons-

tion

Adminis

-tration
Education

Revenue

Making

Business

58

(100.0)

24

(41.4)

13

(22.4)

1

(1.7)

8

(13.8)

5

(8.6)

3

(5.2)

4

(6.9)

services, waste management, road construction, education, revenue 

making business, etc.  As shown in Table 6-1, water and sewage service 

and waste management are some popular entrusted affairs in Korea. 

<Table 6-1> Entrustment of Affairs, 1995-2010

Source: MOPAS. (2011). Internal Document

 

[Figure 6-2] Entrustment of Affairs by Governments

Figure 6-2 illustrates who entrusted their affairs to whom. While 

more than 60.0% of the affairs were entrusted between lower-level local 

governments, only 15.5% of the entrusted affairs were conducted between 

different levels of governments.
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Name of Corporative Authority
No of Local

Government

Date of 

Establishment

Seoul Metropolitan Authority 3 2005.  2

Busan-Kimhae Light Rail Authority 2 2004.  2

Busan-Jinhae Free Economic Zone Authority 2 2004.  1

Yellow Sea Free Economic Zone Authority 2 2008.  6 

Jirisan Mt. Tourism Development Association 2 2008.  9

Kwangyang Bay Area Free Economic Zone Authority 7 2003. 10

Daegu Gyeongbuk Free Economic Zone Authority 2 2008.  6

6.3.2 Intergovernmental Corporative Authority

Two or more local governments may establish a corporative 

authority in order to jointly handle one or more affairs related to multiple 

localities. In the sense that corporative authority overlays existing 

general-purpose local governments, a kind of special-purpose government 

is supposed to provide either a single or multiple functions that an 

individual general-purpose local government cannot or will not do. 

Although LAA allows local governments to establish a corporate authority, 

it does not recognize them as special-purpose governments.  

The functions of intergovernmental corporate authority vary. 

Regional development, transportation, international trade are the most 

common in Korea. As shown in Table 6-2, there are several 

intergovernmental corporative authorities in Korea. 

<Table 6-2> Corporative Authorities in Korea

Source: MOPAS. (2011). White Paper on Local Self-government

6.3.3 Conflict between Local Governments

Conflict between local governments arises due to a variety of 

reasons. Of them the usage of water resources is the most common. Since 
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jurisdictions of many local governments are separated by geographical 

features such as rivers and mountains, local governments along side a 

river, for example, share water resources from the river. Under the 

centralized political system the distribution of water resources was 

designated by the central government. Because individual local 

governments have insisted on their right to use more for drinking water, 

agriculture, and industrial purposes, however, conflicts have often arisen. 

6.3.4 Mediation and Conflict Resolution

The Minister of Public Administration and Safety can mediate 

conflicts among local governments. Article 140 of the LAA states that the 

Minister of MOPAS can mediate the conflicts in which an upper-level local 

government is involved. When the minister undertakes a mediation, he/she 

has to be advised by a Mediatory Committee on Conflict Among Local 

Governments and the heads of the appropriate central government 

agencies. The article endows the same authority to the elected executive 

of the upper-level local government for conflicts among lower-level local 

governments. As of 2011, all of the upper-level local governments except 

for Busan Metropolitan City have formed the Mediatory Committee. 

Committee members of the Mediatory Committee for the conflicts among 

lower-level local governments are both from civil society and the 

concerned upper-level government.

6.4 Summary

Intergovernmental relations include relationships between local 

governments and central-local relations. These intergovernmental relations 

can be characterized in two aspects: conflict and cooperation.  

Since Korean local governments were created by the central 

government, the functions and powers of local governments were granted 

by their creator and are quite limited in scope at present. How many  

functions and how powers should be decentralized to local governments is 
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one source of central-local conflicts.  

Conflict is more easily found in relations between local 

governments rather than cooperation. While environmental issues and 

natural resources such as water are sources of conflict, regional 

development has provided a need for cooperation between adjacent local 

governments.

LAA stipulates a mediation process to resolve conflicts between 

local governments. Since the revival of local autonomy, local governments 

have experienced conflict and in turn have improved their conflict 

resolution capacity. 
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PART Ⅲ FINANCE OF KOREAN LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
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Chapter 7 Overview of Korean Local Finance

7.1 Budget and Accounting System

Korean local governments make important contributions to 

improving the welfare of local residents through beneficial projects funded 

by annual budgets. The budgets of Korean local governments are prepared 

by the executive branches and determined by the legislative ones. Mayors 

and local law-makers of those two branches who participate in the budget 

process are elected by local voters and are expected to be checked and 

balanced. As both are politicians who pursue votes in the election, 

however, they sometimes vote for their own pet projects neglecting the 

interests of the general public. 

A local government budget consists of two types of accounts: 

general and special. The general functions of local governments are 

included in the general account of the budget. Most local government 

functions are financed by general account revenues. When a certain 

function needs stable funding and needs to be financed by a certain 

revenue source, its revenues and expenditures are included in the special 

account. There is only one general account and there can be many 

special accounts for different projects as needed by a local government. 

Korean local governments have utilized the single-entry 

book-keeping system and the cash-basis system for a long period of time. 

Following a long debate around 2000, however, they adopted the 

double-entry book-keeping system as well as an accrual-basis accounting 

system in order to more accurately measure revenues and costs. Much 

was invested in transforming the accounting system as the new accounting 

system was far more complicated than the old one and because it took 

more effort to train local government officials in how to record financial 

transactions. The effects of this accounting reform remain to be seen.
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7.2 Role of Local Public Finance

As Korea is a unitary state, the level of local autonomy has been 

considerably low since the establishment of an independent Korean 

government in 1948. As seen in Table 7-1, local finance at the aggregate 

level does not play a larger role than the central one in national finances. 

The national budget consists of those of the central government, local 

governments, and local education. The portion of the budget allocated to 

the central government was 56.0% in 2011, which was the largest of the 

three. The portion of the budget of local governments was 33.5% in 2011, 

which is second to that of the central government. The local education 

budget belongs to school districts, of which leaders are elected separately 

from mayors. The central government budget continues to occupy a larger 

portion of the national budget than the other two. 

<Table 7-1> Composition of National Budget (unit: billion won, %)

Fiscal Year

2009 2010 2011

billion

won
%

billion

won
%

billion

won
%

Central Government Budget 217,472 55.1 225,941 55.5 235,557 56.0

Local Government Budget 137,535 34.8 139,857 34.4 141,039 33.5

Local Education Budget 40,003 10.1 41,095 10.1 43,921 10.5

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Local Governments

As seen in Table 7-2, the portion of central government expenditures, 

however, was only 42.8% in 2011, which is consistently smaller than the sum 

of local government and local education budgets over the three years. This 

is because the central government transfers a large part of its revenues to 

local governments and school districts in the form of revenue sharing and 

categorical grants. In addition, local governments transfer a part of its 

revenues to school districts in the form of revenue sharing and project 

based grants. This resulted in an increase in the portion of local 

government and school district budgets, which eventually decreased the 

portion of the central government expenditures from 56.0% to 42.8% in 2011. 
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<Table 7-2> Composition of National Spending

Fiscal Year

2009 2010 2011

billion

won
%

billion 

won
%

billion 

won
%

Central Government Budget 132,712 42.9 136,236 43.7 137,386 42.8

Local Government Budget 133,906 43.3 133,558 42.8 136,480 42.5

Local Education Budget 42,733 13.8 42,121 13.5 47,386 14.7

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Local Governments

7.3 Revenues and Expenditures

Local government revenues consist of own-source revenues and 

dependent revenues. Own-source revenues include local tax and non-tax 

revenues while dependent revenues include both revenue sharing and 

categorial grants. Local governments can spend local tax and non-tax 

revenues as they wish. Local governments have the authority to levy local 

tax which is the main revenue source of local governments. Non-tax 

revenues include various sources of revenues such as charges, fees, etc. 

Revenue sharing is distributed by the central government according to 

how much more revenues they need to meet the basic administrative 

needs in their jurisdictions. As there are no restrictions to its use, 

revenue sharing is the most favored kind of intergovernmental revenue by 

local governments. Contrarily, as strings are attached to categorical 

grants, the central government prefers them to revenue sharing. 

[Figure 7-1] Typology of Local Revenues  

Local Tax Unlimited Use
Own Source

Revenues

Local

Revenues

Non-Tax

Revenues
Unlimited Use

Revenue

Sharing
Unlimited Use

Dependent

Revenues
Categorical

Grants
Limited Use
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Sum
101,352

(100.0)

111,986

(100.0)

124,967

(100.0)

137,535

(100.0)

139,857

(100.0)

141,039

(100.0)

Local Tax
35,275

(34.8)

38,073

(34.0)

43,550

(34.8)

47,067

(34.2)

47,879

(34.2)

49,743

(35.3)

Non-Tax 

Revenues

25,398

(25.1)

27,851

(24.9)

30,100

(24.1)

33,771

(24.6)

31,556

(22.6)

29,578

(21.0)

Revenue 

Sharing

19,318

(19.1)

21,408

(19.1)

24,130

(19.3)

26,508

(19.3)

25,551

(18.3)

27,409

(19.4)

Categorical 

Grants

18,038

(17.8)

21,159

(18.9)

23,690

(19.0)

26,500

(19.3)

29,701

(21.2)

30,573

(21.7)

Local Debt
3,323

(3.3)

3,495

(3.1)

3,497

(2.8)

3,689

(2.7)

5,171

(3.7)

3,736

(2.6)

The sum of local revenues amounted to over 141 trillion won in 

2011. Local tax continues to be the biggest revenue source over the years. 

If revenue sharing and categorical grants are added as dependent 

revenues, they total over 40% of total revenues, which is more than local 

tax revenues. In 2011, local tax revenues were 35.3% of total revenues 

while the sum of revenue sharing and categorical grants were 41.1%. One 

noteworthy aspect is that the portion of categorical grants increased over 

the years. This phenomenon caused concern to those who advocate local 

autonomy, as local governments are not given the authority to spend 

categorical grants as they wish. In addition, as seen in Table 7-3, local 

debts have been kept very low due to the tight control of the central 

government. 

<Table 7-3> Composition of Local Revenues (unit: billion won)

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments.

Korean local governments provide their residents with various 

services. As the Local Autonomy Act stipulates that local governments 

must maintain a balanced budget, expenditures and revenues of the 

budget of Korean local governments stayed constant at over 141 trillion 

won in 2011. The biggest part of Korean local government expenditures 

went to social welfare. In fact, the portion of social welfare expenditures 

increased 2.9% from 2008 to 2011 and amounted to 28 trillion won, over 
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one-fifth of the total expenditures in 2011. Transportation/Traffic and 

Territorial/Regional Development have decreased over the years and went 

down to 10.7% and 8.3%, respectively.Only 4 years ago, they were 13.05% 

and 10.3% of the total expenditures. 

<Table 7-4> Functional Distribution of Local Expenditures, 2008-2011 (Net total, 

General Account +Special Accounts, unit: billion won)

2008

(ratio)

2009

(ratio)

2010

(ratio)

2011

(ratio)

Total
124,967

(100.0)

137,535

(100.0)

139,857

(100.0)

141,039

(100.0)

General 

administration

10,965

(8.8)

10,327

(7.5)

11,962

(8.6)

12,503

(8.9)

Public safety
1,987

(1.6)

1,968

(1.4)

2,176

(1.6)

2,337

(1.7)

Education
6,955

(5.6)

7,879

(5.7)

8,139

(5.8)

9,014

(6.4)

Culture and 

tourism

6,048

(4.8)

7,094

(5.2)

7,795

(5.6)

6,987

(5.0)

Environmental 

protection

13,680

(10.9)

14,393

(10.5)

14,903

(10.7)

15,031

(10.7)

Social welfare
21,666

(17.3)

24,146

(17.6)

26,534

(19.0)

28,463

(20.2)

Health
1,895

(1.5)

1,924

(1.4)

2,225

(1.6)

2,008

(1.4)

Agriculture 

and fishery

8,058

(6.4)

9,259

(6.7)

9,724

(7.0)

9,794

(6.9)

Industry
2,580

(2.1)

2,925

(2.1)

3,017

(2.2)

3,044

(2.2)

Transportation 

and traffic

16,305

(13.0)

18,389

(13.4)

16,465

(11.8)

15,112

(10.7)

Territorial and 

regional 

development

12,905

(10.3)

14,515

(10.6)

12,844

(9.2)

11,639

(8.3)

Acience and 

technology

705

(0.6)

742

(0.5)

438

(0.3)

329

(0.2)

Reserve
2,248

(1.8)

2,356

(1.7)

2,196

(1.6)

2,313

(1.6)

Others
18,970

(15.2)

21,619

(15.7)

21,440

(15.3)

22,466

(15.9)

Source: Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments 2008~2011 each year

※ others = administrative costs (personnel and trivial costs)
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7.4 Autonomy of Local Finance

Korea  has become a typically centralized country following the 

Prussian legal tradition since its emancipation from Japanese colonization. 

Even though the degree of centralization has lessened since 1991 when 

local representatives were elected, Korean local governments still have a 

very limited range of autonomy in every aspect of public administration. 

Local finance is no exception. 

As seen in Table 7-5, local tax revenues make up only one-fifth of the 

total tax revenues collected by the national and local governments and 

this is why Korean local autonomy is called a “one-fifth” one. As seen in 

Table 7-4, the own-source revenues of local governments is less than 

60%, which means that their finances are heavily dependent upon the 

national government. It is worth mentioning that the portion of categorical 

grants is increasing, thereby reducing the level of fiscal autonomy of local 

governments. 

<Table 7-5> Comparison of National and Local Tax Revenues (%)

Fiscal year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

National tax 79.3 79.5 79.2 78.8 78.3 79.0

Local tax 20.7 20.5 20.8 21.2 21.7 21.0

Source: Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments 2008~2011 each year

Local governments have little authority to increase tax revenues to 

meet their financial needs. The Constitution of Korea explicitly stipulates 

that tax items and rates must be determined by laws enacted by the 

National Assembly. This means that local councils can neither introduce 

new taxes into their tax system nor change local tax rates. In addition, 

local governments suffer from an unfunded mandates problem. They are 

very much susceptible to policy changes of the central government, 

usually leading to the reduction of local revenues. For example, the 

Korean national government decided to reduce the income tax rate to 

overcome the recession caused by the global financial crisis in 2008. It 
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reduced not only the resident tax revenues of local governments, 1/10 of 

central income tax, but also revenue sharing, 19.24% of national internal 

tax.

The central government (more specifically, the MOPAS) issues the 

annual manual for budget preparation of local governments. Even if they 

are less detailed than 20 years ago when local autonomy was initiated, 

expenditure control is still active, especially where the possibility of moral 

hazard of local politicians is high. Unit prices for many expenditure items 

such as subsidies to local citizen groups, and discretionary expenditures 

of mayors and council members are directed by the MOPAS.
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Chapter 8 Local Revenues

8.1 Local Tax

Korean local governments had 16 tax items until 2011. The Korean 

local tax system was reformed in 2011. The reform mainly focused upon 

simplifying the current one. In the reform, the number of local tax items 

was reduced from 16 to 11, which are grouped into ordinary and objective 

tax depending upon whether tax revenues are required to be used only 

for certain purposes or not. 

[Figure 8-1] Recent Changes of Local Government Tax System

Old (16 tax items) New (11 tax items)

merging 

overlapping 

tax items 

 ① acquisition tax + 

 ② registration tax (related to acquisition)
 ① acquisition tax

 ③ property tax + 

 ④ urban  planning tax
 ② property tax 

merging 

similar tax 

items 

 ② registration tax(unrelated to 

acquisition) + ⑤ license tax
 ③ registration․license tax

 ⑥ public facilities tax + 

 ⑦ regional development tax
⇨  ④ regional resources facilities tax

 ⑧ automobile tax + 

 ⑨ motor fuel tax

 ⑤ automobile tax 

    (including motor fuel tax)

elimination  ⑯ butchery tax    -

no change

    resident tax

    local income tax

 ⑫ local consumption tax 

    tobacco tax

    leisure tax      

 ⑮ local education tax

    resident tax

    local income tax

 ⑫ local consumption tax 

    tobacco tax

    leisure tax      

 ⑮ local education tax

Different types of local governments have different tax items. 

Provinces have four ordinary tax items and two objective ones while cities 
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and counties have five ordinary ones only. Metropolitan cities have seven 

ordinary and two objective ones. Autonomous districts have two general 

ones only. The reason why autonomous districts have fewer ones than 

cities and counties is because regional efficiency is highly required in 

metropolitan areas. There are 9 ordinary and 2 objective ones in the local 

tax system. Only higher level of governments have objective ones. Majority 

of local government tax revenues are from ordinary ones. 

[Figure 8-2] Tax Structure of Korean Central Government

Province

Tax

City·Country

Tax

Ordinary 

Tax

Ordinary 

Tax

Objective 

Tax

Automobile Tax

Autonomous

Districts

Acquisition Tax

Registration License Tax

Leisure Tax

Local Consumption Tax

Regional Resource Facilities Tax

Local Education Tax

Tobacco Consumption Tax

Local Income Tax

Resident Tax

Property Tax

Metropolitan

Cities

Current tax items and rates are as follows1). The Acquisition Tax is 

levied on persons acquiring real estate, motor vehicles, heavy equipment, 

trees, boats, aircraft, memberships for golf clubs, condominium, or health 

clubs, either through purchase or inheritance. The tax base of the 

Acquisition Tax is declared at the time of purchase. The tax rate for 

acquiring real estate is 2% of its standard value. 

The Property Tax base is the current standard value for buildings, 

1) This part is quoted from KRILA (2011: 45-48).
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ships and aircraft. Different tax rates are applied to various properties; 

for example, tax rates for houses are 0.1%~0.4%. In addition, a person 

who owns land or house with its values exceeding 900 million won is also 

required to pay the General Real Estate Tax that was introduced in 2005 

as a national tax to stabilize the price of real estate. The rates of the 

General Real Estate Tax for houses are between 0.5% and 2%.

The taxpayers of the Registration Tax are those who register 

particular items concerning acquisition, creation, transfer, alteration or 

lapse of property rights or other titles in the official book. Like the 

acquisition tax, the registration tax base on real estate, ships, aircraft or 

motor vehicles is based on the declaration of the person who registers or 

records in accordance with the pertinent regulations. However, in the case 

where the tax base is not reported, or the value at the time of acquisition 

is less than the standard value which is determined annually by the local 

government, the standard value is deemed to be the tax base. Two types 

of tax rates are applied at registration: fixed tax rates and fixed tax 

payments. The fixed tax payment rules are applied to the intangible right 

and registration of those properties. The License Tax is applied to those 

who have obtained licenses from the administrative authorities. Depending 

on the region, the taxable standard value and tax rate are applied as the 

fixed payment base for five types of licenses as determined by the Local 

Tax Law.

The taxpayer of the Regional Resource & Facility Tax is either one 

who benefits from public services such as fire-service facilities, garbage 

disposal systems and sewage maintenance or other similar facilities, one 

who capitalizes on the use of natural resources, or one who loads or 

unloads crates and containers at harbours. In most cases, the tax base 

for fire-service facilities is the value of the house or respective 

homestead, while in other instances it may be the value of the land or 

house. The tax base related to regional resources use is calculated 

according to the water for generating electricity, subterranean water, or 

underground resources and containers.

The Motor Vehicle Property Tax is levied on a person who owns at 
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least one motor vehicle that is either a vehicle registered under the 

automobile law, or a dump truck/concrete mixer truck registered under 

the construction and machinery management law. The taxable base and 

the tax rate vary according to the classification of the vehicle, size of the 

unit and type of utilization.

The Motor Vehicle Usage Tax is a surcharged oil consumption tax 

on the national traffic tax. Although those who are involved in the 

gasoline refinery industry and crude oil imports are levied this tax, the 

actual tax burden is carried by the consumer of gasoline products.

The Resident Tax is divided per capita and pro rata workshop 

area. The taxpayer of per capita is one whose domiciles and corporation 

with his/her offices are in a city or county, while the taxpayer of pro rata 

workshop area is an employer who owns a business body. Thus, the tax 

base is according to either the number of inhabitants (per capita), or to 

the workshop area. The varying fixed tax payments for per capita are 

applied to individuals, corporations and different regions, whereas the 

property base rate is 250 won per square meter.

The local income tax on income is levied on a person who pays 

either income tax or corporation income tax. The tax is 10% of income 

tax or corporation income tax. The local income tax on employees is 

levied on an employer who pays wages. The tax rate is 0.5% of total wage 

paid on employees.

The local consumption tax introduced in 2010 is a sharing tax with 

value added tax characteristics. The tax base is the amount of value 

added tax and the tax rate is currently 5% of the base. The local 

consumption tax is allocated to 16 metropolitans and provinces according 

to the regional consumption expenditures with regional weights based on 

the fiscal capacity index.

The taxpayer of the Tobacco Consumption Tax, established in 1989 

as a local tax (city and county tax), is one who imports and sells 

manufactured tobacco within a city or county.

As the fixed tax payment rule is applied, the taxable standard value 

depends on the weight and number of units, and is also different 
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according to the type of tobacco.

While it may seem to be an earning tax levied on the winner and 

the winning ticket, the Leisure Tax can be classified as a consumption tax 

since the tax revenue is generated by consumers who enjoy risking high 

stakes.

The Korean Racing Association is a major taxpayer as well as 

dealers of wagering tickets. However, the actual tax burden is carried by 

the ticket buyers. The tax rate are 10% of the total sales of tickets.

The Local Education Tax was introduced to enhance the quality of 

local education in 2001. The education tax is levied on six other taxes 

including Registration Tax, Property Tax, Tobacco Consumption Tax, per 

capita Resident Tax, Automobile Tax, and General Real Estate Tax. The 

taxable standard value and the tax rate are applied at the fixed rate base.

Total tax revenues of local governments have totalled over 45 

trillion won since 2008. The global financial crisis in 2009 led to the 

reduction of local taxes from 45.5 billion won to 45.2 billion won (0.7% 

decrease). Resident tax is the biggest source of local tax revenues, which 

ranges from 7 to 8 billion won recently. A major part went to a local 

income tax newly introduced in 2010. The acquisition tax and registration 

tax are the second and the third biggest ones. The big three (local income 

tax, registration tax and acquisition tax) cover about half of total local tax 

revenues in 2010.  

The total tax revenues in the 2011 budget was 49 trillion won. Six 

metropolitan cities including Seoul budgeted to collect tax close to 21 

trillion won, which took up about 42.2% of all tax revenues in 2011. 

Metropolitan cities and provinces budgeted to collect 68.4% of total tax 

revenues. Only the remaining 31.7% of total tax revenues were budgeted 

to be collected by cities, counties, and autonomous districts. 

Korean local governments have ordinary tax as their main tax 

revenue source. Its ratio is 87.5% while objective tax revenues is only 

12.5%. The major tax items of local governments that are over 10% of 

total tax revenues are the acquisition tax, property tax, local income tax 

and automobile tax. The acquisition tax, among others, is the most 
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important tax item, which brings about 26% of total tax revenues in 2011 

and is followed by the local income tax and property tax at 17% and 

16.1%, respectively. 

<Table 8-1> Local Tax Revenues by Tax Items and by Types of Local 

Governments, 2011 (unit: billion won) 

        

Total

Metropoli

tan city 

tax

Province 

tax

Special 

autono

mous 

province 

tax

City tax
County 

tax

Autono

mous 

district 

tax

Ratio 

(%)

Total (billion won) 49,743 20,997 12,514 500 10,192 1,931 3,610 100

Total (ratio, %) 100 42.2 25.2 1 20.5 3.9 7.3

Gener

al tax

Sub-total 43,545 18,152 9,481 421 10,013 1,907 3,572 87.5

Acquisition tax 12,920 6,058 6,752 110 - - - 26.0

Registration/license tax 1,060 16 566 4 - - 474 2.1

Resident tax 297 100 - 3 134 33 28 0.6

Property tax 8,015 1,708 - 66 2,879 423 2,940 16.1

Automobile tax 6,282 2,770 - 55 2,777 681 - 12.6

Leisure tax 959 277 627 55 - - - 1.9

Tobacco tax 2,853 1,223 - 39 1,288 303 - 5.7

Local consumption tax 2,725 1,138 1,537 50 - - - 5.5

Local income tax 8,434 4,863 - 40 2,936 467 129 17.0

Object

i v e 

tax

Subtotal 5,469 2,525 2,870 74 - - - 11.0

Regional resource 

facility tax
725 338 382 5 - - - 1.5

Local education tax 4,743 2,186 2,488 69 - - - 9.5

Previous year's revenues 729 320 162 5 179 25 38 1.5

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments

The annual growth rate of local tax revenues from 2006 to 2011 is 

4.2%. It differs among local governments depending upon their levels. 

Lower-level governments have a higher level of growth rate of tax 
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revenues (7.5%) than their counterpart, higher-level governments (2.8%). 

<Table 8-2> Trend of Increase Rate of Local Government Tax Revenues (unit : 

billion won)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Growth 

rate

Total tax 

revenues
41,282 43,532 45,835 45,057 49,305 49,743 4.2%

Higher-level 

governments
29,839 30,318 31,249 30,631 34,264 34,011 2.8%

Lower-level 

governments
11,443 13,213 14,587 14,426 15,041 15,733 7.5%

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments

8.2 Non-Tax Revenues

Non-tax revenues are another important source of local 

own-source revenues. Local governments have a relatively high level of 

discretion in increasing or decreasing them. Non-tax revenues are 

collected in both general and special accounts. The general account has 

both current and temporary non-tax revenues while special accounts have 

both enterprise and non-enterprise non-tax revenues. 

Current revenues in the general account include revenues from 

leasing property, user charges, and fee-for-service revenues, etc. while its 

temporary revenues include revenues from selling properties, carry-overs, 

and net annual surplus, etc. Enterprise revenues in special accounts come 

from water works, sewerage, housing, and development, etc., while 

non-enterprise revenues come from carry-overs and revenues from the 

previous year, etc.
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[Figure 8-3] Structure of Non-Tax Revenues

Non-Tax 

Revenues

General 

Account

Current 

Revenues

Temporary 

Revenues
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Accounts
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Revenues

Non-Enterprise 

Revenues

Non-tax revenues of local governments have been unstable over 

recent years. It is clear, however, that they experienced a sharp reduction 

after the global economic crisis. After reaching the top in 2009 at 59.3 

billion won, these revenues have declined to 29.6 billion won in 2011. This 

phenomenon is more conspicuous in the general account than special 

accounts. In addition, it was 2009 when non-tax revenues of special 

accounts became larger than those of the general account. The annual 

growth rate of non-tax revenues in the general account was -11.3% while 

that in special accounts was only -5.3%. 

<Table 8-3> Trend of Non-Tax Revenues by Accounts (unit : billion won)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Annual 

growth 

rate

Total 51,771 56,825 59,339 63,685 35,873 29,578 -8.6%

General 

account
28,255 31,973 34,689 38,854 16,968 12,296 -11.3%

Special 

accounts
23,516 24,852 24,650 24,830 18,905 17,282 -5.3%

As shown in Table 8-4, the ratio of non-tax revenues of total 

revenues of local governments has been declining recently. The total of 
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non-tax revenues in 2011 was 29 billion won and was around 21% of total 

local revenues. Non-enterprise non-tax revenues of special accounts was 

its biggest source and its share of non-tax revenues was 41.5%, which 

was followed by enterprise non-tax revenues of special accounts. The two 

biggest components of the general account were net annual surplus and 

other current non-tax revenues, which were 11.1% and 9.2% respectively. 

<Table 8-4> Non-Tax Revenue Breakdown (unit: billion won)

General Account Special Account

Current Non-tax 
Revenues Temporary Non-tax Revenues

Enterpri
se 

Non-tax 
Revenue

Non-Ent
erprise 

Non-tax 
RevenueUser 

Charge

Other 
Current 
Non-tax 
Revenue

Property 
Disposal 
Revenue

Net 
Annual 
Surplus

Miscella
neous

Other 
Tempor

ary 
Non-tax 
revenue

941 3,407 808 4,102 1,239 2,476 8,678 15,384

2.5% 9.2% 2.2% 11.1% 3.3% 6.7% 23.4% 41.5%

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments (MOPAS, 2011)

8.3. Local Borrowings

Local governments issue local bonds when they have less revenues 

than those needed to meet local demands. Even if local debts are issued 

by local governments at their own risk, it is strictly regulated by the 

central government which is concerned about the possible financial crisis 

of local governments. Local governments are allowed to issue bonds if 

their debt levels are under certain debt ratios to the total budget 

determined by the formula designed by the central government. As most 

local governments have higher debt ratios than their standards, they need 

official approval for issuing bonds on a project basis. 

The Korean central government has been very defensive in issuing 

local bonds. As a result, the level of debts of Korean local governments 

has been relatively low. Total local debts have been no more than 4 

trillion won and its share of the net local revenues has been around 2% 
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until 2008. The local debt level sharply increased in 2009 because the 

central government encouraged local governments to issue deficit bonds 

for general account projects as much as they wanted in order to cope 

with the global economic crisis. 

<Table 8-5> Local Debts, 2006-2011 (Net Revenue Budget Basis, unit: billion won)

Year

Total General account Special accounts

Reven

ues

Local 

debts

Reven

ues

Local 

debts

Reven

ues

Local 

debtsRatio Ratio Ratio

2006 115,472 3,809 3.3 89,923 918 1.0 25,549 2,892 11.3

2007 128,037 3,535 2.8 99,815 741 0.7 28,222 2,793 9.9

2008 144,454 3,738 2.6 115,313 790 0.7 29,141 2,948 10.1

2009 156,703 9,782 6.2 125,776 5,747 4.6 30,927 4,035 13.0

2010 149,780 5,627 3.8 121,896 2,043 1.7 27,884 3,584 12.9

2011 141,039 3,736 2.6 115,177 595 0.5 25,863 3,142 12.1

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments

The total debts of local governments budgeted in 2011 was 3.7 

trillion won and was 2.6% of total net revenues of local governments. 

These figures include all the local bonds issued by general account, other 

special accounts, and special accounts for public enterprises. Local bonds 

issued by the general account (595 billion won, 15.9%) were larger than 

those by special accounts (115,177 billion won, 84.1%). 

8.4 Characteristics of Local Revenues

Four characteristics of revenues of Korean local governments can 

be listed. First, the share of own-source revenues is low, which makes 

local governments more dependent financially upon the central 

government. Table 8-6 shows that 41.1% of total revenues are transferred 

from the central government. Some of the local governments such as 

Chollanam Province, Namwon City, and Sinan County are more dependent 

on the central government than others and their own-source revenues 
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ratios are as low as 13.5%, 9.6%, 7.6%, respectively. 213 local governments 

(87.3%) had lower ratios than 50% in 2011. 

Second, the share of local tax revenues of total tax revenues is 

relatively low compared with other countries. In the 2011 budget, the 

share of local tax revenues was 21% while the remaining 79% belonged to 

the central government. The United Kingdom is the only advanced country 

whose share of local tax revenues (10.2%) is smaller than that of Korea 

(21.4%) in the 2008 budget. The shares of local tax revenues of Germany, 

the U.S., and Japan are close to 50%. 

<Table 8-6> Ratio of Central and Local Tax Revenues in Selected OECD Countries 

(2008)

National Tax Revenues Local Tax Revenues

Korea 78.6% 21.4%

Japan 53.7% 46.3%

United States 51.9% 48.1%

Germany 50.4% 49.6%

Italy 76.6% 23.4%

United Kingdom 89.8% 10.2%

France 75.0% 25.0%

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Korean Local Governments

Third, the portion of property-related tax of total local tax 

revenues was as high as 46.0%. As property appraisal is neither timely 

nor reflects market prices, property-related tax items are considered 

inelastic to the economic growth. This means that economic growth does 

not lead to the timely increase of tax revenues. In addition, the fact that 

most tax revenues are budgeted under the property acquisition tax (28% 

in 2011) means that the property market situation, especially the real 

estate market one, is critical to local finances.
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<Table 8-7> Categorization of Local Tax Items by Characteristics

Types of tax item Tax item Amount Ratio

Total 11 tax items 490,140 100.0%

Income tax

Consumption tax

 

Local income tax

Local consumption tax.

Leisure tax

Tobacco consumption tax

Automobile consumption tax(motor fuel share)

84,360

97,417

 

17.2%

19.9%

 

Property tax

  Possession tax

Transaction tax

   

Property tax

Regional resource tax(real estate share) 

Acquisition tax

Registration․license tax(registration share)

225,423

86,389

139,034

 

 

46.0%

17.6%

28.4%

 

 

Others

Resident tax

Registration․license tax(license share) 

Automobile tax (automobile share) 

Regional resource tax(resource share), 

Local education tax

82,940 16.9%

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Local Governments

Fourth, non-tax revenues are unstable and concentrated in 

metropolitan cities. As shown in Table 8-3, unstable sources of revenues 

such as temporary non-tax revenues of the general account and 

non-enterprise non-tax revenues totalled 64.8%. In addition, shares of 

non-tax revenues of metropolitan cities and general cities were 35% and 

32% respectively, which totalled 65% of total non-tax revenues. 

<Table 8-8> Non-Tax Revenues of Local Governments by Governments 

Higher-level local governments Lower-level local governments

Total
Sub-

total

Metrop

olitan 

cities

Provinc

es

Special 

autonom

ous 

province

Sub-

total
Cities

Countie

s

Autono

mous 

districts

37,041 18,177 12,836 4,950 390 18,864 11,998 3,532 3,334

100% 49% 35% 13% 1% 51% 32% 10% 9%

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Local Governments
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Inter-
governmental 

Relations
Financial Sources Type of 

Funds

Amount
(billion 
won)

Local Shared Tax - 19.24% of domestic tax
  revenue

- Ordinary Shared
  Tax

- central
  → local

- 96% of local shared tax - general grants 24,090

- Special Shared
  Tax

- central
  → local

- 4% of local shared tax - earmarked
  grants

968

- Shared Tax for
  Decentralization

- central
  → local

- 0.94% of domestic tax
  revenue

- earmarked
  grants

1,287

- Real Estate Related
  Shared Tax

- central
  → local

- general real estate tax - general grants 651

Subsidies

- Treasury Subsidy - central
  → local

- general account of 
  central governmen
- liquor tax, user charges, 
general & special accounts

- earmarked
  grants

18,332

- Special Account 
  for the Balanced
  National Development

- central
  → local

- earmarked
  grants

5,474

Local grants

- Provincial Revenue
  Sharing

- province
  → cities &
     countries

- 27%~47% of province 
  tax
- 50%~70% of acquisition
  tax and registration tax

- general grants 2,534

- Metropolitan
  Revenue Sharing

- metropolitan
  city
  → autonomous
     districts

- general grants 3,537

Source: KRILA, 2011.

Chapter 9 Intergovernmental Revenues

As shown in Table 7-3, the share of intergovernmental revenues 

has been as large as 40% of total revenues of local governments over 

recent years. The financial relationship among central and local 

governments hidden behind this figure is varied and complicated. 

Intergovernmental revenues can be categorized into intergovernmental 

revenues between central and local governments and those between 

higher- and lower-level local governments. 

<Table 9-1> Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations
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9.1 Intergovernmental Revenues Between Central and Local Governments

Considering the large portion of intergovernmental transfers among 

levels of governments, understanding intergovernmental revenues is vital 

to understanding local finances in Korea. The intergovernmental transfer 

system between central and local governments in Korea has two kinds of 

transfer mechanisms. They are revenue sharing and categorical grants. 

They are introduced below.

9.1.1 Revenue Sharing

Revenue sharing is 19.24% of the internal tax of the central 

government and is categorized into regular revenue sharing (RRS) and 

revenue sharing for decentralization (RSD). RRS is 18.3% of internal tax 

revenues and RSD is 0.94%. 96% of RRS goes to the Ordinary Revenue 

Sharing (ORS) and the remaining 4% goes to the special revenue sharing 

(SRS). 

▪Revenue Sharing = Regular Revenue Sharing + Revenue Sharing for 

Decentralization

▪Regular Revenue Sharing  = Ordinary Revenue Sharing + Special Revenue 

Sharing

▪Ordinary Revenue Sharing = Regular Revenue Sharing * 0.96

▪Special Revenune Sharing = Regular Revenue Sharing * 0.04

ORS is distributed among local governments based upon a formula, 

which is mainly focused upon the gap between their standard fiscal needs 

and standard fiscal revenues. Standard fiscal needs is calculated 

considering many factors such as population, numbers of public 

employees, field offices, local council members, the total length of paved 

roads, etc. Standard fiscal revenues is calculated mainly based upon 

general tax revenues with some adjustments. The difference between the 

gap total of all the local governments and general revenue sharing is 

resolved by applying an adjustment rate that makes the two equal. The 

amount of ORS each local government receives is determined in 
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proportion to its own gap. 

▪Ordinary Revenue Sharing for each local government 

  = Fiscal Gap for each local government * Adjustment Rate 

▪Fiscal Gap for each local government 

  = Standard Fiscal Needs for each local government  - Standard Fiscal 

Revenues for each local government 

▪Adjustment Rate 

  = Total Ordinary Revenue Sharing of all the local governments (RRS*.96) / 

Total Fiscal Gap of all the local governments

▪Standard Fiscal Revenues 

  = Basic Revenues + Supplement Revenues + Revenue Incentives

▪Basic Revenue = Ordinary Tax Revenues * 0.8

As there are no strings attached to the ORS, it is the most 

preferred type of intergovernmental transfers of Korean local 

governments, especially of those experiencing severe financial difficulties. 

As the principle of "the bigger the fiscal gap, the more ORS" applies here, 

"poor" local governments can provide the residents of their jurisdictions 

with standard administrative services.  This means that the ORS plays an 

important role of equalizing the financial capacity of local governments 

with different tax bases. 

SRS is put aside for those needs which are not reflected in the 

'standard' financial needs or are not normally expected to be needed 

during the fiscal year. These include natural disaster recovery, building 

new public facilities, reorganizing administrative districts, etc. There is 

much room for arbitrary selection of projects and regions by the central 

government, the Ministry of Public Administration and Safety. This was the 

main reason why the ratio of SRS was reduced from 1/11 to 4% of the 

RRS. SRS, however, is still subject to criticism and to pressures for more 

reduction.

RSD was introduced in 2006 by decentralizing some administrative 
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functions to local governments which had been performed by the central 

government. Even though the budget for those functions was categorized 

into revenue sharing, it was put aside as RSD to meet the costs of 

original functions only for a limited period of time. This is why many 

scholars criticized RSD along with SRS for lacking the basic 

characteristics of ORS. 

<Table 9-2> Revenue Sharing, 2005-2011 (unit: billion won)

Year Total ORS SRS RSD

2005 19,485 17,928 712 845 

2006 20,441 18,691 743 1,007 

2007 23,308 21,316 853 1,139 

2008 28,214 25,796 1,039 1,378 

2009 25,187 23,032 924 1,230 

2010 26,991 24,679 993 1,319 

2011 29,122 26,625 1,074 1,423 

Portion, 2011 100.0 91.4 3.7 4.9

Growth rate 2005-2011 49.5 48.5 50.8 68.4

Source: Local Government Budget Summary 2011

Total revenue sharing in 2011 is 29.1 trillion won and increased by 

49.5% over the past six years. ORS is the biggest component of total 

revenue sharing and is 26.6 trillion won. The smallest one is SRS, which 

was a little bit over 1 trillion won in 2011. RSD was 1.4 trillion won in 

2011 and its growth rate was the highest of all. This is because more than 

half of RSD revenues covered welfare projects, which have expanded over 

recent years. 

9.1.2 Categorical Grants

The second most important source of fiscal transfers is categorical 

grants, otherwise called national treasury subsidy. In contrast with the 

revenue sharing mostly determined by the law, the size and the number of 

categorical grants are determined by the Ministry of Strategy and Finance. 

The subsidy rates of many categorical grants are declared by cabinet 
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degree. Partial subsidy rates apply to most categorical grants, which 

means that more categorical grants may lead to more financial burden 

upon local governments, especially those with fiscal difficulties. 

The central government transfers categorical grants to local 

governments for three purposes. The first one is to promote local 

governments to provide services, which may not have been provided 

without categorical grants because of low priority or lack of funds. When 

those services are considered important from the national perspective, the 

central government utilizes categorical grants to provide a sufficient level 

for those services. The second one is to provide local governments with 

funds to finance things that should have been done by the central 

government itself but delegated to local governments. In theory, central 

governments should fund 100% of these projects carried out by local 

governments, which is far from reality. The third one is to equalize fiscal 

differences among local governments. The central government applies 

different subsidy rates to local governments according to their fiscal 

situation, by which poorer local governments receive more grants for the 

same type of projects.

The Local Autonomy Act stipulates that categorical grants be 

awarded to local governments on their own application. In spite of "the 

principle of application," there are some cases in which categorical grants 

are imposed by the central government or directly by the law. The 

combination of partial funding and imposition sometimes makes  

categorical grants an unwelcomed source of local revenues. When the 

central government strengthens its welfare policy, it is realized in the 

form of categorical grants, which is blamed as the main reason for the 

fiscal crisis of local governments by increasing the fiscal burden of local 

governments.

9.2 Intergovernmental Revenues between Higher- and Lower-level Local 

Governments

There are three kinds intergovernmental transfers among higher- 
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and lower-level local governments. They are regional categorical grants, 

metropolitan revenue sharing and fiscal compensation, which are 

discussed below one by one.

9.2.1 Regional Categorical Grants

The Local Finance Act stipulates that higher-level local 

governments such as metropolitan cities and provinces can award 

categorical grants to lower-level local governments such as cities, counties 

and autonomous districts when they deem it necessary. As seen in their 

name, they are the regional version of categorical grants discussed above. 

As such, they are subject to the strict control of metropolitan cities and 

provinces, which means that they should be spent only for the purposes 

specified by the higher-level local governments. In addition, if there was 

residuals during the fiscal year, it is to be returned to the central 

government. Recipient governments cannot keep and spend the residuals 

for their own purposes.

9.2.2 Metropolitan Revenue Sharing

Metropolitan revenue sharing is the metropolitan version of 

revenue sharing, which includes ordinary revenue sharing and special 

sharing. This type of intergovernmental transfer is justified in that 

autonomous districts are not eligible for the general revenue sharing 

distributed by the central government. As such the Local Autonomy Act 

requires that metropolitan cities should award a part of the acquisition tax 

and registration tax revenues to autonomous districts in their jurisdictions. 

The total of metropolitan revenue sharing is determined by applying rates 

to those two kinds of tax revenues. As they are stipulated in the local 

bylaws, different metropolitan cities are allowed to apply different rates 

according to their fiscal situations. For example, the rate of the Seoul 

metropolitan government is 50% while those of Kwangju and Inchon are 

70% and 40%, respectively. In addition, the portion of special revenue 

sharing varies among metropolitan cities from 5% to 10%. The majority of 
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metropolitan cities apply 10% for special revenue sharing. Ordinary 

revenue sharing is distributed among autonomous districts according to 

the gap between standard fiscal needs and revenues. This gives them a 

free hand to use as its national version does. Special revenue sharing, 

however, is given to them on a project basis.

9.2.3 Fiscal Compensation

According to the Local Finance Act, metropolitan and provincial 

governments (excluding the Seoul metropolitan government) should award 

a percentage of their total tax revenues to cities and counties in their 

jurisdictions according to population, tax collection performance, fiscal 

situation, etc. Fiscal compensation has both functions of compensation for 

cities and counties collecting metropolitan and provincial taxes and fiscal 

equalization among them with different fiscal situations. Fiscal 

compensation has three components. General fiscal compensation and 

project compensation are applied to all metropolitan and provincial 

governments, while special fiscal compensation applies only to the Kyonggi 

and Kyongsangnam Provinces. All the metropolitan and provincial 

governments other than the two assign 90% of fiscal compensation to the 

general fiscal compensation and the remaining 10% to the special one. 

Mayors of cities and counties can spend general fiscal compensation as 

they wish, while they can spend project compensation and special 

compensation only on the use specifically determined by the respective 

metropolitan or provincial governments. 

The total intergovernmental transfers from higher- to lower-level 

local governments in 2011 was 13.6 trillion won, about 45.2% of which was 

transferred from metropolitan cities to autonomous districts. The total 

categorical grants from higher- to lower-level local governments in 2011 

was 7.6 trillion won, which was about 56.1% of total revenues. Most 

categorical grants from the central government require a higher-level 

local governments to finance a portion of the total costs (25% in general), 

which means that in many cases, categorical grants from higher-level 
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governments are not determined by themselves.

<Table 9-3> Intergovernmental Transfers from Higher- to Lower-level Local 

Governments (unit: billion won) 

TOTAL RATIO CAT-G RATIO REV-S RATIO

TOTAL 13,587 100 7,622 100 5,965 100

ADS 2,618 19.3 1061 13.9 1557 26.1

OMC

 SUB 3,525 25.9 2054 26.9 1470 24.7

ADOMC 288 2.1 214 2.8 75 1.3

CNT 3,236 23.8 1841 24.1 1396 23.4

PRV

SUB 7,444 54.8 4507 59.1 2937 49.2

CTS 5,533 40.7 3025 39.7 2508 42

CNT 1,911 14.1 1482 19.4 429 7.2

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Local Governments

ADS: Autonomous Districts in Seoul

ADOMC: Autonomous Districts in Other Metropolitan Cities

OMC: Other Metropolitan Cities, PRV: Provinces, CT: Cities, CNT: Counties

SUB: Sub-total, CAT-G: Categorical Grants, 

REV-S: Revenue Sharing and Fiscal Compensation

9.3. Characteristics of Intergovernmental Revenues

Three characteristics of intergovernmental revenues of Korean local 

governments can be listed. First, as categorical grants increase, the local 

burden to finance them increases as well because of matching 

requirements, which, in turn, leads to reducing the portion of own-project 

expenditures. As seen in Table 9-4, the total budget of all the projects 

excluding administrative expenditures has exceeded 11 trillion won since 

2009 and the portion of the budget for own-projects has decreased from 

46.1% in 2008 to 40.4% in 2011. This means that local governments have 

less funds available for their own-projects due to the increasing matching 

requirements of categor_ical grants. 
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<Table 9-4> Budget Trend of Own-Projects, 2008-2011 (Original Net Budget Basis, 

unit: billion won)

2008 2009 2010 2011

Project 

Budget
Sub-total (billion won) 10,031 11,162 11,292 11,247

own-prpjects (billion won) 5,758 6,280 5,924 5,697

grants projects (billion won) 4,274 4,882 5,368 5,550

Total Budget total(billion won) 12,497 13,753 13,986 14,104

Own-Project Portion 46.1% 45.7% 42.4% 40.4%

Source: Financial Treasury, Ministry of Public Administration and Safety

Second, as seen in Table 9-5, it is clear that the portion of 

categorical grants of intergovernmental transfers has increased over 

recent years while those of local tax and revenue sharing have been 

generally stable. This is interpreted as evidence of the recent weakening 

of the local fiscal autonomy. This interpretation is augmented by the fact 

that the fiscal burden imposed upon local governments by categorical 

grants has become heavier and heavier lately. The local fiscal burden 

increased from 35% in 2008 to 38% in 2011, in a mere 3 years. 

Considering that the explosive expansion of welfare categorical grants and 

the increase of local fiscal burden, it is no wonder that some poor local 

governments are struggling for survival. 

<Table 9-5> Categorical Grants and Local Fiscal Burden, 2008-2011 (unit: billion 

won)

2008 2009 2010 2011

amount % amount % amount % amount %

total 350 100 418 100 467 100 486 100

catego. grants 228 65 265 64 292 63 301 62

local burden 122 35 152 36 175 37 185 38

Source: 2012 Budget Summary of Local Governments
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Third, the fiscal independence rate, which is own-source revenues 

divided by total revenues, was as low as 51.9% as a whole of local 

governments in 2011. It has been decreasing over recent years due to an 

increase in welfare categorical grants. This means that local governments 

are becoming more vulnerable to the policy intentions of the central 

government, thereby local autonomy has diminshed over the years. In 

addition, the fiscal independence rates of local governments are not 

evenly distributed. Some local governments have higher fiscal 

independence rates than others. The number of local governments with 

fiscal independence rates lower than 50% was 213 (87.3%) and the lowest 

one was that of Sinan County, 7.6% in 2011. In a similar vein, 124 (50.8%) 

local governments could not cover their personnel expenses with their 

own-source revenues in 2011. 
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Chapter 10 Local Expenditures 

As the Local Finance Act requires local governments to achieve a 

balanced budget, their expenditures, in principle, cannot exceed revenues. 

Expenditures by function and by government type are introduced below.

10.1 Expenditures by Function

Expenditures of Korean local governments have been classified by 

a new functional category system since 2008. This recategorization 

increased the number of categories from five to thirteen, following the UN 

COFOG (Classification of the Functions of Government) in order to merge 

the classification of functions of local governments with that of the central 

government.

According to the new categorization system, total expenditures of 

Korean local governments were close to 140 billion won in 2011 and their 

growth rate from 2008 to 2011 was 5.2%. The biggest portion of all the 

expenditures of local governments is found in the social welfare function. 

Its portion was as big as 20.2% in 2011. This resulted from the central 

government policy strengthening the welfare policy and it is probable that 

this tendency will continue in the foreseeable future. Its portion grew from 

17.3% in 2008 to 20.2% in 2011. Functions of the biggest decrease in 

portion of expenditures are 'logistics and transportation' and 'land and 

local development' with more than a 2% point decrease from 2008 to 2011. 
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<Table 10-1> Local Expenditures by Function

Chapter

2008 2011

Billion 

won
% of Total

Billion 

won
% of Total

General Administration 10,965 8.8% 12,451 8.8%

Public Safety 1,987 1.6% 2,337 1.7%

Education 6,995 5.6% 9,014 6.4%

Culture and Tourism 6,047 4.8% 6,987 5.0%

Environment Protection 13,680 10.9% 15,031 10.7%

Social Welfare 21,666 17.3% 28,463 20.2%

Health 1,895 1.5% 2,008 1.4%

Agriculture, Sea and Fishery 8,058 6.4% 9,794 6.9%

Industry and Small Business 2,580 2.1% 3,044 2.2%

Logistics and Transportation 16,305 13.0% 15,112 10.7%

Land and Local Development 12,905 10.3% 11,639 8.3%

Science Technology 705 0.6% 329 0.2%

Reserves 2,248 1.8% 2,365 1.7%

Ect. 18,970 15.2% 22,466 15.9%

Total 124,967 100% 141,039 100%

Source: 2011 Budget Summary of Local Governments

10.2 Expenditures by Government Type

Expenditures of local governments can be categorized according to 

both functions and government types. According to the 2011 budget, 

metropolitan cities spend the biggest portion of all the local expenditures 

and autonomous districts the smallest. Cities spend more than provinces 

and the higher level of local governments spent less than the lower level 

of local governments in 2011. The biggest portion of metropolitan and 

provincial government expenditures was found in education, around 20% 

while that of cities, counties and autonomous government expenditures in 

social welfare, which varied from 17.1% to 41.8%. As local voters are 

expected to demand more for education in the election process, it is likely 

that the portion of education will increase in metropolitan and provincial 
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government expenditures in years to come.

<Table 10-2> Local Expenditures by Government Type and Function

Total
Metropolitan 

Cities
Provinces Cities Counties

Autonomous 
Districts

Total
108,539

(100%)

17,941

(100%)

14,959

(100%)

36,300

(100%)

21,288

(100%)

18,050

(100%)

Ect.
20,847

(19.2%)

2,568

(14.3%)

2,928

(19.6%)

6,075

(16.7%)

3,448

(16.2%)

5,828

(32.3%)

Reserves
2,230

(2.1%)

453

(2.5%)

429

(2.9%)

692

(1.9%)

426

(2.0%)

230

(1.3%)

Science Technology
157

(0.1%)

64

(0.4%)

73

(0.5%)

15

(0%)

5

(0%)

0.2

(0%)

Land and Local
Development

6,959

(6.4%)

1,070

(6.0%)

464

(3.1%)

2,852

(7.9%)

2,080

(9.8%)

495

(2.7%)

Logistics and
Transportation

9,446

(8.7%)

2,192

(12.2%)

2,074

(13.9%)

3,629

(10.0%)

1,160

(5.5%)

390

(2.2%)

Industry and Small
Business

2,731

(2.5%)

848

(4.7%)

550

(3.7%)

780

(2.1%)

424

(2.0%)

129

(0.7%)

Agriculture, Sea and
Fishery

9,407

(8.7%)

186

(1.0%)

1,357

(9.1%)

3,105

(8.6%)

4,611

(21.7%)

147

(0.8%)

Health
1,988

(1.8%)

286

(1.6%)

197

(1.3%)

651

(1.8%)

424

(2.0%)

431

(2.4%)

Social Welfare
22,649

(20.9%)

1,347

(7.5%)

514

(3.4%)

9,585

(26.4%)

3,649

(17.1%)

7,554

(41.8%)

Environment
Protection

5,475

(5.0%)

794

(4.4%)

181

(1.2%)

2,283

(6.3%)

1,476

(6.9%)

742

(4.1%)

Culture 
and Tourism

6,280

(5.8%)

1,180

(6.6%)

591

(4.0%)

2,612

(7.2%)

1,488

(7.0%)

409

(2.3%)

Education
8,708

(8.0%)

4,569

(25.5%)

2,902

(19.4%)

748

(2.1%)

207

(1.0%)

282

(1.6%)

Public Safety
2,262

(2.1%)

316

(1.8%)

816

(5.5%)

486

(1.3%)

523

(2.5%)

122

(0.7%)

General
Administration

9,399

(8.7%)

2,069

(11.5%)

1,884

(12.6%)

2,788

(7.7%)

1,368

(6.4%)

1,290

(7.1%)
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10.3. Characteristics of Local Expenditures

The most striking feature found in Table 10-2 is that more than 

40% of total expenditures of autonomous districts were spent for social 

welfare. This number is just the average, and the social welfare portion of 

total expenditures of 24 autonomous districts (34.8%) was above 50% in 

2011. The worst aspect of this problem is that autonomous districts with 

lower fiscal capacity tend to have more recipients of welfare services and 

to spend a higher percentage of their expenditures on social welfare than 

those with higher fiscal capacity. This problem is conspicuous especially in 

metropolitan cities where the income level tends to determine places to 

live. 
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Chapter 11 Local Fiscal Management System

The Korean central government instituted a fiscal management 

system of local governments to curtail the inefficient fiscal management of 

local governments. This system was expected to reduce the possible 

populistic investments of local politicians, which may result in fiscal crisis 

of local governments. However, the system has disadvantages as well. The 

most notable disadvantage is that it might threaten local autonomy. The 

system includes total debt limits (TDL), local fiscal investment/borrowing 

(LFIBE) evaluation and local financial analysis and diagnosis (LFAD). 

11.1 Total Debt Limits

As local politicians with fixed terms of office are short-sighted, 

they may prefer to issue more bonds which have to be paid back in the 

future. In order to protect local governments from the possible fiscal 

crisis, the central government paid attention to this aspect of local 

politics. This is the main reason why local debts have been under the 

tight control of the Korean central government. Local governments had to 

receive approval of the central government for each investment project 

for which they want to issue local bonds. 

Even though the approval system was very effective to control the 

expansion of local debts, it was criticized for excessive intervention of 

local finance in this era of local autonomy. After many years of this 

approval system, it was replaced by Total Debt Limits in 2006. The 

relatively new system allows local governments to issue local bonds 

without the approval of the central government if their debt level satisfies 

certain conditions2). TDL is the limit of local debts under which local 

governments can issue local bonds without approval of the central 

government. Local governments with a low debt level become free to issue 

their local bonds at their own risk under the new system.

2) There is an exception that debts financed with foreign and public funds have to be 

approved by the central government. 
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Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Criteria

Debtl 7% and below
over 7% and 

below 12%

over 12% and 

below 17%
over 17%

Debt-budget

 ratio

15% and 

below

over 15% and 

below 25%

over 25% and 

below 40%
over 40%

TDL requires the central government to designate a total debt limit 

for each local government considering the debt-service ratio and 

debt-budget ratio. Debt-service ratio is defined as the sum of principal 

and interests that were paid with own-source revenues divided by general 

revenues for four years. General revenues include revenues with no 

pre-determined uses. Debt-budget ratio is defined as total debts divided by 

total budget for the year before the previous year. Total debts include 

local debts, liabilities bearing act and responsibility for surety obligations 

fulfillment but excludes local bonds issued for the development fund. 

In order to determine the total debt limit for each local 

government, the central government classifies local governments into four 

types according to the debt-service ratio and debt-budget ratio as seen in 

Table 11-1. For example, Type 1 local governments are those with 

debt-service ratios below 7% and debt-budget ratio below 15%. If a local 

government belongs to Type 1 according to the debt-service ratio but to 

Type 2 according to debt-budget ratio, it belongs to Type 2. 

<Table 11-1> Types of Local Governments for Total Debt Limits

Source: Standards for Issuing Local Bonds in 2012

※ The lower type applies when two criteria do not coincide

Once the type of local government is determined, it is assigned its 

total debt limit according to the pre-set standards seen in Table 11-2. 

Stricter criteria apply to lower- than higher-level local governments since 

the former have a smaller size budget and tend to have less capacity to 

deal with possible fiscal crisis. Local governments whose debt level fall 

short of the criteria can issue local bonds for those projects specified in 

the Local Finance Act. Those whose debt levels exceed the criteria, 
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however, still can issue local bonds if they receive prior approval of the 

central government. Even those of Type 4 are not excluded from it. Such 

factors as repayment performance and history of issuing recent bonds are 

considered in the approval process. 

<Table 11-2> Types of Local Governments for Total Debt Limits

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Total Debt Limit (Applying 

to General Revenues)

Higher local 

governments

8% and 

below

6% and 

below

4% and 

below
0

Lower local 

governments

5% and 

below

4% and 

below

3% and 

below
0

Source: Standards for Issuing Local Bonds in 2012

※ General revenues include local tax (local education tax excluded) + non-tax 

revenues + revenue sharing+metropolitan revenue sharing +fiscal compensation 

Higher-level local governments: Metropolitan Cities and Provinces

Lower-level local governments: Cities, Counties, and Autonomous Districts

11.2 Local Fiscal Investment/Borrowing Evaluation

Local fiscal investment/borrowing evaluation (LFIBE) was initially 

introduced for enhancing the efficiency of the local budget and preventing 

overlapping investments in 1992. LFIBE was expected to achieve these 

goals by evaluating the economic validity of large-scale projects in the 

decision-making stage. Projects carried out with its own fund as well as 

those financed outside are subject to the LFIBE. This is another tool to 

prevent the moral hazard of local politicians who may pursue their own 

political interests while sacrificing the public ones. 

In order to achieve this goal, it is essential for the evaluation body 

to be independent of the influences of local politicians, especially heads of 

local governments. This is why the Local Finance Act stipulates that this 

evaluation should be performed by a higher level of government when the 

size of investment/borrowing exceeds the certain level. The central 

government evaluates projects for investment/borrowing of higher-level 
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Projects of Lower Local Governments Projects of Higher Local Governments

Self

-Evaluation

o New projects from 1 to 5 

billion won

o All projects of in-house 

financing over 1 billion won 

o festival type of projects from 

0.5 to 1 billion won

o New projects from 2(3 for Seoul) to 

30 billion won

o All projects of in-house financing 

over 2 (3 for Seoul) billion won 

o festival type of projects from 1 to 3 

billion won

Hired

Evaluation

o Evaluated by higher local 

governments 

o New projects from 5 to 30 

billion won

o New Co-projects over 1 billion 

won relating more than two 

lower local governments 

o festival type of projects from 

1 to 3 billion won

o Evaluated by the Central Government

o New projects over 30 billion won* 

o New Co-projects over 1 billion won 

relating more than two higher local 

governments 

o New projects over 1 billion financed 

with foreign funds

o festival type of projects from 1 to 3 

billion won

local governments and the latter evaluates those of lower ones. 

Additionally, the evaluation body is a committee form of organization and 

the evaluation committee is comprised of many civilian members, both of 

which contribute to its independence of external influences.

As seen in Table 11-3, there are two types of LFIBEs, which are 

self-evaluation and hired evaluation. Self-evaluation is performed by the 

concerned local government itself while hired evaluation is performed by 

the higher-level of government. In general, larger, cooperative projects of 

more than two local governments, and festival type of projects tend to be 

evaluated by higher-level governments. Even though FLIBE is considered a 

better tool from the perspective of local autonomy than the previous one, 

it is still criticized for its interventional characteristics by some critics. 

Considering the recent fiscal crisis of many countries, we may conclude 

that the Korean control system of local bonds has been working 

effectively.

<Table 11-3> Criteria for Types of Evaluation

Source: Manual for Investment/Borrowing Projects, 2008

* New projects of lower local governments over 30 billion won are evaluated by 

the central government
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11.3 Local Financial Analysis and Diagnosis

Local financial analysis and diagnosis (LFAD) was introduced in 

2005 to guarantee soundness, efficiency, and accountability of local fiscal 

management by regular analyses of local finances and revelation of their 

results. If a local government proves to be inefficient and unsound in its 

financial management, it is subject to financial diagnosis and required to 

devise recovery plans in cooperation with the central government. Once 

the plans are executed, an evaluation of performance is followed. This 

procedure is expected to work as an effective tool for improving local 

financial situations. 

Key indicators of local finances are adopted to analyze the 

financial situations of local governments. In an analysis of local finance in 

2011, 26 indicators were used, of which 6 were ones just for reference. 20 

indicators were categorized into 3 groups, which were fiscal soundness, 

fiscal efficiency and fiscal planning. Fiscal soundness was measured by 6 

indicators including comprehensive fiscal balance ratio, debt-budget index, 

and own-source revenues ratio. Fiscal efficiency was measured by 10 

indicators including the level of efforts to improve tax collection ratio and 

the level of efforts to save personnel expenses. Fiscal planning was 

measured by 4 indicators including reflection ratios of medium-term fiscal 

plan and of budget execution. 

The Local Finance Act stipulates that the central government 

should give fiscal incentives to local governments for good fiscal 

performance. Based upon the results of the local fiscal analysis in 2011, 

the central government selected 26 local governments and gave them 

monetary rewards. Recipient local governments were determined by 

indexing all the scores in the fields of fiscal soundness, fiscal efficiency, 

and fiscal planning. 
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PART Ⅳ CENTRAL GOVERNMENT IN KOREA
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Chapter 12 System and Structures of the Korean Government

12.1 Overview

Formally, the frame and structure of the political system of Korea 

are stipulated in the Constitution of the Republic of Korea. The first 

Constitution was adopted on July 17 in 1948. Since then, the Constitution 

has been amended five times because of political upheaval related to the 

developmental process of Korean politics (http://www.pmo.go.kr/).

Reflecting the social demand for democratization, the current 

Constitution which was amended on October 29, 1987 made substantial 

changes in the political configuration of Korea. For example, the power of 

the President was reduced, while the legislative power of the National 

Assembly was strengthened. The 1987 Constitution created an independent 

Constitutional Court which has contributed to making Korea a more 

democratic and free society (http://www.pmo.go.kr/).

As governing principles of the State, Article 1 of the Constitution 

states that “[t]he Republic of Korea shall be a democratic republic.” Like 

other countries, the political system of Korea is composed of three 

branches—the executive, legislature, and judiciary. All three branches of 

government play a checks-and-balances function based on their powers 

and authorities vested in the current Constitution. The overall political 

structure of Korea is displayed as follows:

[Figure 12-1] Structure of the Political System of Korea
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12.2 President and the Executive

As of 2012, the Executive of the Korean Government, headed by 

the President, mainly consists of the Prime Minister, the Board of Audit 

and Inspection (BAI), the National Intelligence Agency, 17 ministries (15 

ministries under the President and 2 ministries under the Prime Minister) 

and 18 agencies. While the President, the Prime Minister, and BAI are 

constitutional bodies, ministries, agencies and other government 

organizations are left to the mandates of law. The overall structure of the 

Executive of Korea is as shown in figure 12-2.

The President who is the Head of State and the Commander-in-Chief 

of the Armed Forces is elected by popular vote for a single term of five 

years. Regarding the powers and authorities of the President, Article 72 

states that the President can submit important policies relating to 

diplomacy, national defense, unification and other matters relating to the 

nation to a national referendum if he deems it necessary. Articles 73 and 

75 prescribe that the President can conclude and ratify treaties; accredit, 

receive or dispatch diplomatic envoys; and declare war and conclude 

peace and that the President may issue presidential decrees concerning 

matters delegated to him by the Act with the scope specifically defined 

and also matters necessary to enforce Acts.

The Prime Minister is the Head of Government who is appointed by 

the President with the approval of the National Assembly. The Cabinet 

members may be comprises of the State Council which is in charge of the 

deliberation of important policies that fall within the power of the 

Executive. Ministers are appointed by the President on the 

recommendation of the Prime Minister. Executive functions are performed 

by the President, whereas the Prime Minister is responsible for supervising 

the administrative functions of ministries. The function of the Cabinet 

members who are accountable to the President is to act on policy matters.
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[Figure 12-2] Structure of the Executive Branch

Source: http://www.korea.go.kr/new_eng/service/centralGovernmentImage.do
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12.3 The Legislature and the National Assembly

There are 299 legislative members in the National Assembly who 

serve a four-year term. Of 299 members, 245 members are elected 

through a direct vote in single-seat constituencies, while the remaining 54 

members account for proportional representation which is distributed to 

parties based on the percentage of each party's total votes. Among powers 

and authorities of the National Assembly, three powers are essential: 

legislative power, fiscal power and power on state administration. First, the 

national Assembly has power to amend the Constitution, to enact and 

amend law, and to consent to the conclusion and ratification of treaties 

(http://korea.assembly.go.kr/).

The following figure shows the procedure for amending the 

Constitution. 

[Figure 12-3] Procedure for Amendment of the Constitution

Source: http://korea.assembly.go.kr
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The lawmaking process is described in the following figure.

[Figure 12-4] Lawmaking Process in the National Assembly

Source: http://korea.assembly.go.kr

Second, the National Assembly has rights to deliberate and settle 

budget bills, to deliberate on the settlement of accounts, and to deliberate 

funds. Among those three primary fiscal powers, deliberation and decision 

on the budget bill is the most important function. The budget bill 

deliberation process is shown in the following figure.

[Figure 12-5] Budget Bill Deliberation Process in the National Assembly

Source: http://korea.assembly.go.kr

12.4 Political Parties

The Constitution guarantees the freedom to establish political 

parties and, accordingly, Korea adopts a plural party system. Yet the 
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Constitution allows political parties to be established only if the objectives 

of a political party equipped with necessary organizational arrangements 

shall be democratic. At the same time, the State holds the responsibility of 

protection of and provision of operational funds to political parties. 

<Table 12-1> Provisions on Political Parties in the Constitution

CHAPTER I General Provisions

Article 7 

(1) 1) The establishment of political parties shall be free, and the plural party 

system shall be guaranteed.

(2) Political parties shall be democratic in their objectives, organization and 

activities, and shall have the necessary organizational arrangements for the 

people to participate in the formation of the political will.

(3) Political parties shall enjoy the protection of the State and may be provided 

with operational funds by the State under the conditions as prescribed by 

Act.

(4) If the purposes or activities of a political party are contrary to the 

fundamental democratic order, the Government may bring an action against 

it in the Constitutional Court for its dissolution, and the political party shall 

be dissolved in accordance with the decision of the Constitutional Court.

As of 2012, there are two major parties—the Saenuri Party which is 

the ruling party in the current Lee Myung-bak Administration and the 

Unified Democratic Party which is the major opposition party. The Saenuri 

Party and the Unified Democratic Party take a lion’s share of total seats 

in the National Assembly.

12.5 Judiciary

The judiciary of Korea is independent of the other two branches of 

the Government. In carrying out their duties, judges rule independently 

according to their conscience and in conformity of the Constitution and 

related laws. According to Article 101 of the Constitution, judicial power is 
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vested in courts which is comprised of judges. The court system of Korea 

is structured along with the Supreme Court and other courts at specified 

levels as illustrated in the following figure.

[Figure 12-6] Court System of Korea

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, the highest court of the 

State, is appointed by the President with the consent of the National 

Assembly for a six-year term. The Supreme Court Justices are appointed 
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by the President on the recommendation of the Chief Justice and with the 

consent of the National Assembly. Judges of other courts are appointed by 

the Chief Justice with the consent of the Conference of Supreme Court 

Justices, while nine Justices of the Constitutional Court are appointed by 

the President. In the appointment process of the nine Justices of the 

Constitutional Court, three are appointed from persons selected by the 

National Assembly, and three appointed from persons nominated by the 

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Article 111 of the Constitution 

prescribes the jurisdiction of the Constitutional Court over the following 

matters:

▪The constitutionality of a law upon the request of the courts

▪Impeachment

▪Dissolution of a political party

▪Competence disputes between State agencies, between State agencies 

  and local governments, and between local governments

▪Constitutional complaint as prescribed by Act
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Chapter 13 Structure and Functions of the Central Government

13.1 Structure of the Central Government

Although a broad academic definition of government includes three 

branches such as the Executive, the Legislature, and the Judiciary, a 

narrow definition concerns the administrative organizations which are 

established to execute official duties. The structure of the central 

government in Korea is based on the Government Organization Act. 

According to this Act, administrative organizations refer to only 

administrative agencies at the national level, excluding local government 

entities (www. mopas.go.kr).

As of 2012, the central government of Korea is composed of 15 

ministries under the President, 2 ministries under the Prime Minister, and 

18 agencies as shown in Figure 12-2.

13.2 The President (http://www.president.go.kr)

The main functions and administrative duties of the President are 

stipulated in Article 11 through Article 15 of the Government Organization 

Act.

Article 11 (President’s Supervisory Powers on Administration)

(1) The President as the head of the Government shall direct and 

supervise the heads of all central administrative agencies according to 

applicable Acts and subordinate statutes.

(2) The President may suspend or cancel any order or disposition of the 

Prime Minister or of a head of a central administrative agency when 

deemed unlawful or unjust.

Article 12 (State Council)

(1) The President as the Chairperson of the State Council shall convene 
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and preside over the meetings of the State Council.

(2) Where the Chairperson is unable to perform his/her official duties due 

to an accident, the Prime Minister as the Vice-Chairperson shall act as 

Chairperson, and where both the Chairperson and the 

Vice-Chairperson are unable to perform their official duties due to an 

accident, a member of the State Council shall act as Chairperson 

according to the order referred to in Article 22 (1).

(3) Members of the State Council shall be appointed in political service, 

and may submit bills to the Chairperson and request that a meeting of 

the State Council be held.

(4) Matters necessary for the operation of the State Council shall be 

prescribed by a Presidential Decree.

Article 13 (Right to Attend State Council Meetings and Present Bills)

(1) The Chief of the Prime Minister’s Office, the Minister of Government 

Legislation, the Minister of Patriots and Veterans Affairs, and other 

public officials as determined by Act may attend the State Council and 

take the floor as necessary.

(2) The public officials referred to in paragraph (1) may, with respect to 

their official duties, recommend that the Prime Minister present their 

proposed bills to the State Council.

Article 14 (Office of the President)

(1) The Office of the President shall be established to assist the President 

in performing his/her official duties.

(2) A Chief shall be assigned to the Office of the President, and he/she 

shall be appointed under political service.

(3) A special department to escort the President, etc. shall be established 

in the Office of the President.

(4) The organization and scope of functions of the special department 

referred to in paragraph (3) and other necessary matters shall be 

separately determined by Act.
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Article 15 (National Intelligence Service)

(1) A National Intelligence Service shall be established under the President 

to handle duties pertaining to information and the protection of public 

peace, and to conduct criminal investigation related to national 

security.

(2) The organization and scope of functions of the National Intelligence 

Service and other necessary matters shall be separately determined by 

Act.

13.3 Prime Minister (http://www.pmo.go.kr) 

Administrative functions and duties of the Prime Minister are 

stipulated in Article 16 through Article 19 of the Government Organization 

Act.

Article 16 (Prime Minister’s Supervisory Powers on Administration)

(1) Upon order of the President, the Prime Minister shall direct and 

supervise the heads of central administrative agencies.

(2) The Prime Minister, upon approval of the President, may suspend or 

cancel any order or disposition of the heads of central administrative 

agencies when it is deemed unlawful or unjust.

Article 17 (Minister for Special Affairs)

(1) A member of the State Council (hereinafter referred to as the “Minister 

for Special Affairs”) may be appointed to perform affairs specially 

assigned by the President or affairs specially assigned by the Prime 

Minister upon order of the President.

(2) A Vice Minister shall be assigned under the Minister for Special 

Affairs, and he/she shall be appointed in political service.

(3) Public Officials necessary to assist the Minister for Special Affairs shall 

be assigned.
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Article 18 (Prime Minister’s Office)

(1) The Prime Minister’s Office shall be established under the Prime 

Minister to assist him/her with the performance of his/her official 

duties, including administrative direction and supervision, management 

of social risk and conflict, and review, evaluation, and regulation 

reform of each central administrative agency.

(2) A Chief shall be assigned to the Prime Minister’s Office, and he/she 

shall be appointed in political service.

(3) A Deputy Chief for State Affairs and a Deputy Chief for General Affairs 

shall be assigned to the Prime Minister’s Office, and each of them shall 

be appointed in political service.

Article 19 (Execution of Prime Minister’s Official Duties)

If the Prime Minister is unable to perform his/her official duties 

due to an accident, the member of the State Council designated by the 

President, or any member thereof in the order referred to in Article 22 

(1), if not designated, shall perform his/her official duties.

13.4 Ministries under the Prime Minister

Article 20 (Ministry of Government Legislation):http://www.moleg.go.kr 

(1) The Ministry of Government Legislation shall be established under the 

Prime Minister to professionally take charge of the review of draft Acts 

and subordinate statutes, draft treaties, draft Ordinances of the Prime 

Minister, and draft Ministerial Ordinances to be presented before the 

State Council, and other affairs on legislation.

(2) A Minister and a Vice Minister shall be assigned to the Ministry of 

Government Legislation, and the Minister shall be appointed in political 

service and the Vice Minister shall be appointed from state public 

officials in extraordinary civil service who belong to the Senior Civil 

Service.
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Article 21 (Ministry of Patriots and Veterans Affairs): http://www.mpva.go.kr 

(1) The Ministry of Patriots and Veterans Affairs shall be established under 

the Prime Minister to take charge of the affairs on merit reward for 

persons of distinguished service to the State and their bereaved family 

members, and the compensation, protection and welfare promotion of 

veterans.

(2) A Minister and a Vice Minister shall be assigned to the Ministry of 

Patriots and Veterans Affairs, and the Minister shall be appointed in 

political service and the Vice Minister shall be appointed from state 

public officials in extraordinary civil service who belong to the Senior 

Civil Service.

13.5 Ministries under the President

Article 23 (Ministry of Strategy and Finance): http://www.mosf.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Strategy and Finance shall administer the affairs on 

the establishment of mid- and long-term strategies for national 

development, the formulation, overall control and coordination of 

economic and financial policies, the compilation, execution and 

outcome management of budget and fund, the affairs on money, 

foreign exchange, National Treasury, governmental accounting, internal 

tax system, customs, and international finance, the management of 

public agencies, and the affairs on economic cooperation, state 

property, private investment and national debt.

(2) One (1) Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of Strategy 

and Finance.

(3) The National Tax Service shall be established under the Minister of 

Strategy and Finance to take charge of the affairs on the imposition, 

reduction or exemption, and collection of internal taxes.

(4) One (1) Commissioner and one (1) Deputy Commissioner shall be 

assigned to the National Tax Service. The Commissioner shall be 

appointed in political service and the Deputy Commissioner shall be 

appointed from state public officials in extraordinary civil service who 
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belong to the Senior Civil Service.

(5) The Korea Customs Service shall be established under the Minister of 

Strategy and Finance to take charge of the affairs on the imposition, 

reduction or exemption, and collection of customs, the customs 

clearance of imports and exports, and the control of goods smuggling.

(6) One (1) Commissioner and one (1) Deputy Commissioner shall be 

assigned to the Korea Customs Service. The Commissioner shall be 

appointed in political service, and the Deputy Commissioner shall be 

appointed from the state public officials in extraordinary civil service 

who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

(7) The Public Procurement Service shall be established under the Minister 

of Strategy and Finance to take charge of the affairs on the purchase, 

supply, and management of goods (excluding military supplies) ordered 

by the Government and affairs related to important facility construction 

contracts made by the Government.

(8) One (1) Administrator and one (1) Deputy Administrator shall be 

assigned to the Public Procurement Service. The Administrator shall 

be appointed in political service, and the Deputy Administrator shall 

be appointed from state public officials in extraordinary civil service 

who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

(9) The Korea National Statistical Office shall be established under the 

Ministry of Strategy and Finance to take charge of the affairs on 

establishing statistical standards, taking censuses, and various 

statistics.

(10) One (1) Commissioner and one (1) Deputy Commissioner shall be 

assigned to the Korea National Statistical Office. The Commissioner 

shall be appointed in political service, and the Deputy Commissioner 

shall be appointed from state public officials in extraordinary civil 

service who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

Article 24 (Ministry of Education, Science and Technology): http://www.mest.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Education, Science and Technology shall administer the 
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affairs on human resources development policies, school education, 

lifelong education, sciences, policy and research development on basic 

science, atomic energy, training of human resources in science and 

technology, and other affairs on the promotion of science and 

technology.

(2) One (1) Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of 

Education, Science and Technology.

Article 25 (Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade): http://www.mofat.go.kr/

(1) The Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade shall administer diplomatic 

relations, administer trade negotiations with foreign countries, and 

conduct the general management and coordination of trade 

negotiations with foreign countries, administer the coordination of 

duties on international relations, treaties and other international 

agreements, the protection of and support for Korean nationals 

abroad, the policy-making on overseas Korean residents and perform 

research and analysis on international situations.

(2) A Chief Commissioner in charge of trade negotiations shall be assigned 

to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, and he/she shall be 

appointed in political service.

(3) An Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs and Trade.

Article 26 (Ministry of Unification): http://www.unikorea.go.kr 

The Minister of Unification shall administer policy-making on 

unification and inter-Korean dialogue, exchange and cooperation, 

education on unification, and other affairs on unification.

Article 27 (Ministry of Justice): http://www.moj.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Justice shall administer prosecutions, penal administration, 

protection of human rights, immigration control and other legal affairs.

(2) The Public Prosecutors’ Office shall be established under the Minister 
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of Justice to take charge of the affairs of public prosecutors.

(3) The organization and the scope of functions of the Public Prosecutors’ 

Office, and other necessary matters shall be separately determined by 

Act.

Article 28 (Ministry of National Defense): http://www.mnd.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of National Defense shall administer the military and all 

military affairs relating to national defense.

(2) An Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of National 

Defense.

(3) The Military Manpower Administration shall be established under the 

Minister of National Defense for the purpose of governing the 

enlistment, mobilization, and other affairs of the military service 

administration.

(4) An Administrator and a Deputy Administrator shall be assigned to the 

Military Manpower Administration. The Administrator shall be appointed 

in political service, and the Deputy Administrator shall be appointed 

from the state public officials in extraordinary civil service who belong 

to the Senior Civil Service.

(5) The Defense Acquisition Program Administration shall be established 

under the Minister of National Defense for the purpose of 

administering the improvement projects of defense capability, the 

procurement of munitions, and the promotion of defense industries.

(6) An Administrator and a Deputy Administrator shall be assigned to the 

Defense Acquisition Program Administration. The Administrator shall be 

appointed in political service, and the Deputy Administrator shall be 

appointed from state public officials in extraordinary civil service who 

belong to the Senior Civil Service.

Article 29 (Ministry of Public Administration and Security): http://www.mopas.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Public Administration and Security shall manage the 

general affairs of the State Council, the promulgation of Acts and 
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subordinate statutes and treaties, the government organization and its 

prescribed number, the personnel, ethics, services and pension 

management of public officials, reward and decoration, government 

innovation, administrative efficiency, e-government and information 

protection, the maintenance of government buildings, local government 

system, the business support for, and finances and taxation of local 

governments, support for underdeveloped regions, and others, dispute 

conciliation between local governments, elections, referendum, security 

management policies, and emergency preparation, civil defense and 

disaster control system.

(2) The state administrative affairs, which do not fall under the jurisdiction 

of other central administrative agencies, shall be supervised by the 

Minister of Public Administration and Security.

(3) An Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of Public 

Administration and Security.

(4) The National Police Agency shall be established under the Minister of 

Public Administration and Security to take charge of the affairs on 

public peace and order.

(5) The organization and scope of functions of the National Police Agency 

and other necessary matters shall be separately determined by Act.

(6) The National Emergency Management Agency shall be established 

under the Minister of Public Administration and Security to take 

charge of administrative affairs involving fire fighting, disaster 

prevention, the operation of civil defense and security management.

(7) An Administrator and a Deputy Administrator shall be assigned to the 

National Emergency Management Agency. The Administrator shall be 

appointed from public officials in political service or fire-fighting 

officers and the Deputy Administrator shall be appointed from 

fire-fighting officers or from the state public officials in extraordinary 

civil service who belong to the Senior Civil Service. In this case, either 

the Administrator or the Deputy Administrator shall be appointed from 

fire-fighting officers.
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Article 30 (Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism): http://www.mcst.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism shall administer the 

affairs on culture, arts, media, advertisement, publishing, publications, 

sports and tourism, and on government information and statement.

(2) An Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of Culture, 

Sports and Tourism.

(3) The Cultural Heritage Administration shall be established under the 

Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism to take charge of the affairs 

on cultural properties.

(4) An Administrator and a Deputy Administrator shall be assigned to the 

Cultural Heritage Administration. The Administrator shall be appointed 

in political service and the Deputy Administrator shall be appointed 

from the state public officials in extraordinary civil service who belong 

to the Senior Civil Service.

Article 31 (Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries): http://www.mifaff.go.kr 

(1) The Minister for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries shall 

administer the affairs relating to agriculture, fisheries and livestock, 

foods, farmland and irrigation, the promotion of food industry, the 

development of farming and fishing communities and the distribution 

of agricultural and fishery products.

(2) One (1) Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry for Food, 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.

(3) The Rural Development Administration shall be established under the 

Minister for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries for the purpose 

of managing affairs concerning rural development.

(4) One (1) Administrator and one (1) Deputy Administrator shall be 

assigned to the Rural Development Administration. The Administrator 

shall be appointed in political service, and the Deputy Administrator 

shall be appointed from state public officials in extraordinary civil 

service who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

(5) The Korea Forest Service shall be established under the jurisdiction of 
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the Minister for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries for the 

purpose of managing affairs relating to forestry.

(6) One (1) Administrator and one (1) Deputy Administrator shall be 

assigned to the Korea Forest Service. The Administrator shall be 

appointed in political service, and the Deputy Administrator shall be 

appointed from state public officials in extraordinary civil service who 

belong to the Senior Civil Service.

Article 32 (Ministry of Knowledge Economy): http://www.mke.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Knowledge Economy shall administer the affairs on 

commerce, trade, and industry, foreign investment, information and 

communication industry, research and development policies on 

industrial technology, energy and underground resources, postal 

service and postal money order, and postal transfer. 

(2) One (1) Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of 

Knowledge Economy.

(3) The Small and Medium Business Administration shall be established 

under the Minister of Knowledge Economy to take charge of the affairs 

on small and medium businesses enterprises.

(4) One (1) Administrator and one (1) Deputy Administrator shall be 

assigned to the Small and Medium Business Administration. The 

Administrator shall be appointed in political service and the Deputy 

Administrator shall be appointed from the state public officials in 

extraordinary civil service who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

(5) The Korean Intellectual Property Office shall be established under the 

Minister of Knowledge Economy to take charge of the affairs on 

patents, utility models, designs and trademarks, and the affairs related 

to their examination and trial.

(6) One (1) Administrator and one (1) Deputy Administrator shall be 

assigned to the Korean Intellectual Property Office. The Administrator 

shall be appointed in political service and the Deputy Administrator 

shall be appointed from the state public officials in extraordinary civil 
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service who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

Article 33 (Ministry of Health and Welfare): http://www.mw.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Health and Welfare shall oversee the affairs on health 

and sanitation, prevention of epidemics, administration of medical and 

pharmaceutical matters, livelihood assistance, self-support assistance, 

social security, children (including the care of infants), the aged, and 

the disabled. 90 Ministry of Government Legislation

(2) The Korea Food and Drug Administration shall be established under 

the Minister of Health and Welfare to take charge of the affairs on the 

safety of foods and drugs.

(3) One (1) Administrator and one (1) Deputy Administrator shall be 

assigned to the Korea Food and Drug Administration. The 

Administrator shall be appointed in political service and the Deputy 

Administrator shall be appointed from state public officials in 

extraordinary civil service who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

Article 34 (Ministry of Environment): http://www.me.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Environment shall administer the affairs concerning the 

preservation of the natural and living environment and the prevention 

of environmental pollution.

(2) The Korea Meteorological Administration shall be established under the 

Minister of Environment to take charge of meteorological affairs.

(3) One (1) Administrator and one (1) Deputy Administrator shall be 

assigned to the Korea Meteorological Administration. The 

Administrator shall be appointed in political service, and the Deputy 

Administrator shall be appointed from state public officials in 

extraordinary civil service who belong to the Senior Civil Service.

Article 35 (Ministry of Employment and Labor): http://www.moel.go.kr 

The Minister of Employment and Labor shall generally handle employment 

policy and administer the affairs relating to employment insurance, 
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vocational training, standards of working conditions, workers’ welfare, 

mediation of labor-management relations, industrial safety and health, 

industrial accident compensation insurance, and other employment and 

labor affairs.

Article 36 (Ministry of Gender Equality and Family): http://www.mogef.go.kr 

The Minister of Gender Equality and Family shall administer the 

affairs relating to the planning and integration of policies for women, the 

elevation of women’s status such as the advancement of female rights and 

benefits, and the juveniles and family (including the affairs of children for 

multicultural family and sound family project).

Article 37 (Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs): http://www.mltm.go.kr 

(1) The Minister of Land, Transportation and Maritime Affairs shall 

administer the affairs relating to the establishment and adjustment of 

comprehensive plan for national land, the conservation, utilization, 

and development of national land and water resources, the 

construction of cities, roads and housing, the protection of coasts, 

rivers harbors, and reclamation areas, the development of land 

transportation, maritime transportation, railroad transportation, and 

air services, the protection of the marine environment and 

development of its resources, the conduct of marine surveys, the 

research and development of marine science and technology;, and the 

establishment of a maritime safety tribunal.

(2) One (1) Assistant Minister may be assigned to the Ministry of Land, 

Transport and Maritime Affairs.

(3) The Korea Coast Guard shall be established under the Minister of 

Land, Transportation and Maritime Affairs to take charge of policing 

at sea and the control of marine pollution.

(4) One (1) Commissioner and one (1) Deputy Commissioner shall be 

assigned to the Korea Coast Guard, and they shall be appointed from 

police officers.
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▪General services personnel: civil servants whose jobs are related to 

engineering, research, and general administration

▪Special services personnel: civil servants including judges, prosecutors, 

Chapter 14 Personnel Management and Development in the Central 

Government

14.1 Overview

One of the critical backbones of the rapid economic success of 

Korea is the civil service, based on a merit system and professionalism, 

which has been active since 1966. The Korean Government has tried to 

render the civil service more effective, efficient, and competent. The 

institution that is in charge of human resources management of the 

Korean civil service is the Ministry of Public Administration and Security 

(MOPAS). To foster a better civil service system, the Personnel 

Management Office (PMO) in the MOPAS bases the principles of human 

resources management on the following (http://www.mopas.go.kr/).

▪Recruiting talented people who can lead the future of the nation

▪Operating open and balanced human resources management

▪Providing training and education to nurture committed and creative civil 

servants

The main functions of the PMO with regard to personnel 

management in the central government include recruitment, promotion, 

performance appraisal, remuneration, pension, and training and education.

14.2 Classification and Grades

 The classification of Korean civil servants is stipulated in the 

National Civil Servants Act. In this Act, there are two types of civil 

servants: "career" civil servants and "special career" (i.e., non-career) civil 

servants. Career civil servants are sub-classified into three types:
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diplomatic, police, fire-fighting, educational, military personnel, civilian 

employees in the military, employees of the national intelligence service, and 

other personnel classified as special services by other laws

▪Technical services personnel: civil servants who carry out various technical 

and clerical services

There are also three types of special career (or non-career) civil 

servants:

▪Politically appointed personnel: elected officials of all kinds, officials 

requiring consent by the National Assembly before appointment, and high 

ranking political appointees usually at the minister and vice-ministerial levels

▪Specially designated services personnel: other political appointees and those 

in positions designated as requiring special talents or skills such as Senior 

Professional Members of the National Assembly and Deputy Secretaries of 

the Board of Audit and Inspection

▪Contract-based personnel: experts employed through fixed-period contracts 

and manual workers

The Korean civil service adopts a grade system. For example, there 

are 9 grades for general services personnel. Grade 1 (assistant minister 

level) is the highest and grade 9 (clerical level) the lowest. One noteworthy 

characteristic of Korea is the Senior Civil Service (SCS), which was 

launched in July, 2006. In the SCS system, civil servants who enter into 

grade 3 (Director-General level) belong to the SCS. The purposes of the 

SCS are threefold:

▪Holding senior officials accountable for individual and organizational 

performance

▪Selecting and developing senior officials from an expanded government-wide 

pool of talent

▪Making senior levels more open to talent from the lower ranks and from the 

outside

Therefore, the SCS system aims at improving the competency of 

the government. If civil servants of grade 4 (Division Director level) wish 
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to join the ranks of the SCS, they have to complete the SCS Candidate 

Development Program and a Competency Assessment. While the SCS 

Candidate Development Program is a training program as outlined in 

Figure 14-1, a Competency Assessment covers various evaluation methods 

including group discussion, role-play, presentation, and interviews.

[Figure 14-1] SCS Candidate Development Program

Source: MOPAS, Senior Civil Service System in Korea

After joining the SCS, all members have to engage in an individual 

performance agreement through a performance interview with their direct 

supervisor and their salary can vary depending on their performance 

appraisal result. All SCS members have to be re-certified in order to 

maintain their position and be promoted. The re-certification process is 

shown in Figure 14-2.

[Figure 14-2] Re-certification Process

Source: MOPAS, Senior Civil Service System in Korea
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14.3 Recruitment and Promotion

On the basis of the principles of merit and openness, there are two 

recruitment methods in Korea: an open competitive examination and a 

career-based competitive examination. All citizens are eligible for the open 

competitive examination and are not discriminated according to variables 

such as academic background, gender, job career, and social status. The 

open competitive examination ensures equal opportunity for eligible 

talented citizens. There are three types of open competitive examinations 

in accordance with the grades recruited: Grade 5 (junior manager level); 

Grade 7 (principal clerk level); and Grade 9 (clerical level). Among the 

three types, the examination for Grade 5 is the most demanding and 

difficult.

The career-based competitive examination aims at recruiting civil 

servants in areas in which recruitment through open competitive 

examinations are not appropriate. As the term literally implies, the 

career-based competitive examination intends to recruit those who possess 

a sufficient professional career background or expertise with regard to 

particular recruitment positions.

Table 14-1 summarizes the key features of the open and 

career-based competitive examinations.

<Table 14-1> Open and Career-based Competitive Examinations

Open competition

Recruitment

Career Competition

Recruitment

Concept
Selection by examination from 

all applicants

Competitive selection from 

those eligible for various 

qualification

Required

qualifications

Non-discrimination in terms of 

educational background gender 

or age

Holders of specific certificates 

and careers

Type
Open Competitive Entrance 

examination for G5, 7 & 9

Holders of degrees, those of 

research-job career, holders of 

certificates

Ministry incharge 

/ frequency
MOPAS/ once a year

Each ministry(G5 : MOPAS) / 

Occasionally

Source: MOPAS (2011)
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Types General Services Technical Services

Minimum

Length-of-Service

Grade 4 and 5: years+

Grade 6: 4 years+

Grade 7 and 8: 3 years+

Grade 9: 2  years+

Grade 6 and higher: 3 years+

Grade 7 and 8: 2 years+

Grade 9 and 10: 1.5 years+

Depending on the grade to be promoted, promotion is granted 

either by competitive examination or by peer review among candidates. A 

civil servant to be promoted should meet the minimum grade-specific 

length-of-service requirements. For example, one in a general services 

position is required to spend at least 5 years in that position to be 

promoted from Grade 5 to Grade 4. As shown in Table 14-2, the 

Presidential Decree on Personnel Decisions provides details on promotion 

and other personnel decisions.

<Table 14-2> Minimum Length-of-Service Requirements for Promotion

14.4 Remuneration and Performance Management

Remuneration of Korean civil servants is determined by several 

factors including class, years of service, position, and job grade together 

with job difficulty and responsibility. A basic remuneration structure 

consists of three elements: salary, allowance, and welfare expenses. Salary 

is a base pay which is determined by job and number of service years. 

Allowances are additional payments to compensate for the working and 

living conditions of civil servants. A family support allowance and 

overtime work allowance are typical examples. As of 2011, there are 26 

types of allowances. Since allowances are regarded as clandestine 

monetary benefits for civil servants, the Korean Government has made 

efforts to simplify the allowance scheme by reducing the number of types 

and to reduce the portion of allowances in relation to the total salary. 

Welfare expenses are compensation of actually incurred expenses. The 

basic remuneration system is illustrated in Figure 14-3.
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Target Scheme

Political service

(President-Vice Minister)
Fixed yearly stipend

Senior civil service(Class A・B)
Job performance and task related 

yearly stipend

Contracted service and general service 

director(level) or higher 
Performance-related yearly stipend

General service grades 4-9, soldier, 

police, fire service

Base remuneration by job category 

and performance bonus

Research series 2-step single base salary system

Teachers of elementary and middle 

schools
Single base salary system

[Figure 14-3] Basic Remuneration System

Source: MOPAS (2011)

In recent years, the Korean Government introduced a performance 

bonus in the civil servants’ salary scheme as a way to underscore 

job-related performance. At the same time, it has attempted to increase 

the proportion of performance bonuses in relation to the total salary. For 

most categories of civil servants, the performance bonus becomes a more 

integral part of the civil servants’ salary as seen in Table 14-3.

<Table 14-3> Major Elements of Salary by Category

Source: MOPAS (2011)
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Although a performance-oriented salary is important to increase 

the performance of the civil service, its success depends on the design 

and operation of the performance management. In other words, if 

performance is not measured accurately and if performance is not 

operated in an objective, fair, and transparent manner, a performance 

bonus is not helpful to nurture the performance of the civil service.

Performance appraisal is stipulated in the “Regulations on Civil 

Servants’ Performance Appraisal.” According to the Regulations, there are 

two types of performance appraisal: a performance agreement for civil 

servants of Grade 4 or above and individual performance evaluation for 

civil servants of Grade 5 or below. Moreover, the performance appraisal 

adopts both relative and absolute evaluation methods in order to prevent 

the tendency for leniency. For example, when there was no regulation on 

the distribution of performance grades, more than 80% of SCS members 

received Grade S or A, the two highest grades. In 2008, the Korean 

Government changed the regulations so that no more than 20% of SCS 

members can receive Grade S and more than 10% receive Grade C, the 

lowest grade.

14.5 Civil Service Training

Training civil servants is one of the core activities to improve the 

competencies of civil servants. In Korea, it is the MOPAS that is in charge 

of administrative affairs of training and education. To do this, the MOPAS 

runs both domestic and overseas training programs. Depending on the 

purposes of training, the duration of domestic training programs varies 

from a few days for professional courses to 3 years for a graduate 

degree. Overseas training programs also run from a few weeks for 

specialized training to 2 years for a graduate degree.

Training can be offered by different entities including the Central 

Officials Training Institute (COTI), the Local Government Officials 

Development Institute (LOGODI), and the respective training institutes of 

central and local governments. As of 2011, there are 30 training institutes 
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affiliated with the central government and 15 with local governments. On 

the one hand, the COTI, under the MOPAS, is a training hub that provides 

general and specialized training programs for civil servants of the central 

government. On the other hand, the LOGODI is a training hub that 

specializes training for civil servants of local governments.

The Korean Government mandates minimum training hours for civil 

servants who are eligible for promotion. Accordingly, if civil servants fail 

to meet the training requirements, they will be denied promotion.
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Chapter 15 Fiscal Structure of the Central Government

15.1 Overview

Central government finance in Korea has been well-known for its 

heroic roles in realizing the Han River's economic miracle and overcoming 

the monetary crisis in 1997. It played the leading role in allocating limited 

fiscal resources in an efficient way for rapid economic growth and the 

sponsoring role in saving banks on the brink of bankruptcy. As such, it is 

very important to understand the fiscal structure of the Korean central 

government. 

The budget and the fund plan of the central government are 

prepared by the executive branch, specifically the Ministry of Strategy and 

Finance. Once the budget and the fund plan are submitted to the National 

Assembly 90 days before the new fiscal year begins, they are reviewed by 

the National Assembly, where a two-stage review is conducted by standing 

committees and the budget committee. The National Assembly passes the 

official budget and the fund plan of the Korean central government 30 

days before the new fiscal year begins, which has not always been the 

case the past few years.

The budget of the central government has two types of accounts―

general and special. There are only one general account and 18 special 

accounts in the 2012 budget. The general account is used to account for 

the revenues and expenditures of general government functions. Special 

accounts are utilized in order to connect certain revenues to certain 

expenditures, to manage funds with special purposes or to manage public 

enterprises. There are 5 enterprise special accounts and 13 other special 

accounts. The budget is valid only for the fiscal year and the remaining 

balance is returned to the treasury when the fiscal year ends. 

There are 54 funds in 2012. They have various sources of 

revenues such as user fees, charges or transfers from the general or 

special accounts. Funds are established for specific purposes and revenue 

sources are connected to funds in many cases. As the government 
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2011(a) 2012(b) growth rate (b/a)

Total Revenues 314.4 343.5 9.3

Budget 212.1 234.0 10.3

    (National Tax) (187.6) (205.8) (9.7)

    General Account 188.9 209.3 10.8

    Special Account 23.2 24.7 6.7

Fund 102.2 109.5 7.1

    (Social Security3)) (55.4) 59.4 (7.1)

continues to reform the fund management system, the difference between 

the budget and the fund plan has diminished over recent years. Some 

differences, however, still exist. The fund plan, for example, can maintain 

its remaining balance even after the fiscal year is over, which allows 

departments to carry on their projects in a stable manner year after year. 

In addition, more discretion is granted to the managing party in executing 

the fund management plan than the budget during the fiscal year. Due to 

these two characteristics, funds are more favored by departments than the 

budget. 

15.2 Revenues

15.2.1 Total Revenues

The total revenues of the central government consist of budget 

revenues and fund revenues which total 343.5 trillion won in 2012. The 

growth rate of total revenues is 9.3%. Budget revenues in 2012 are 234.0 

trillion won, 205.8 trillion won of which are national tax revenues. General 

account revenues in 2012 are 209.3 trillion won and 89.4% of budget 

revenues. Fund revenues in 2012 are 109.5 trillion won and social security 

fund revenues in 2012 are 59.4 trillion won, which adds up to 54.2% of 

funds revenues. Three things can be noted from Table 15-1. First, tax 

revenues are the main revenue source of the central government. Second, 

revenues of the general account are larger than the sum of special 

account revenues. Third, of the fund revenues over 100 trillion won in 

2012, almost half are social security fund revenues. 

<Table 15-1> Revenue Projection in 2012 (unit: trillion won, %)

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 
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15.2.2 General Account Revenues

As seen in Table 15-2, general account revenues consist of 

national tax revenues and non-tax revenues, which are 197.3 trillion won 

and 12.0 trillion won, respectively. Internal tax revenues comprise the 

largest source of revenues, which is 166.1 trillion won. The central 

government has 14 tax items, of which five tax items including income 

tax, corporation tax, etc. are direct taxes, five tax items including 

value-added tax, individual consumption tax, etc. are indirect taxes and 

three tax items including education tax are earmarked taxes. Non-tax 

revenues consist of stock sales revenues and current non-tax revenues, 

most of which are the latter type of non-tax revenues. As seen in Table 

15-3, value-added tax, income tax and corporation tax are the three 

largest tax items, whose sum are 147.1 trillion won, 73.1% of national tax 

revenues (201.1 trillion won) in 2012.

<Table 15-2> General Account Revenues Projection in 2012 (unit: trillion won, %)

2011(a) 2012(b)
growth rate 

(b/a)

Sum (I+II) 188.9 209.3 10.8

ㅇ National Tax (I) 180.8 197.3 9.1

   Internal Tax 151.3 166.1 9.8

   Customs Duties 11.3 11.6 2.2

   TEE Tax 12.4 13.7 10.7

   Education Tax 4.6 4.8 3.6

   Comprehensive Real Estate Tax 1.1 1.1 △0.5

ㅇ Non-tax Revenues(II) 8.1 12.0 47.2

   Stock Sales Revenues 0.8 2.0 151.9

   Current Non-tax Revenues 7.4 10.0 36.1

Source: 2012 Budget Summary

3) Social security: National Pension Fund, Private Teachers Pension Fund, Employment 

Insurance Fund, Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance and Prevention Fund.
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<Table 15-3> Tax Revenues (General and Special Accounts) of the Central 

Government in 2012 (unit: trillion won)

Direct Taxes

Income Tax 45.8

Corporation Tax 44.5

Inheritance Tax 1.3

Gift Tax 2.4

Comprehensive real estate holding Tax 1.1

Sub-total 95.1

Indirect Taxes

Value-added Tax 56.8

Individual Consumption Tax 6.0

Liquor Tax 2.9　

Stamp Tax 0.6

Securities Transaction Tax 4.2

Sub-total 70.5

Customs Duties Customs Duties 11.6

Earmarked Taxes

Transportation․Energy․Environment Tax 13.7

Education Tax 4.8

Special Tax for Rural Development 5.5　

Sub-total 24

Total 201.1*

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 

* Tax revenues levied in the previous year are excluded

15.2.3 Special Account Revenues

As seen in Table 15-4, special account revenues consist of national 

tax and own-source revenues. National tax revenues are 8.5 trillion won 

in 2012, which increased 23.5% from 6.9 trillion in 2011. Own-source 

revenues are 16.3 trillion won in both 2011 and 2012. 

<Table 15-4> Special Account Revenues Projection in 2012 (unit: trillion won, %)

2011(a) 2012(b) growth rate  (b/a)

Sum (Ⅰ+Ⅱ) 23.2 24.7 6.7

ㅇ National Tax (Ⅰ)1」 6.9 8.5 23.5

ㅇ Own-Source Revenues (Ⅱ)2」 16.3 16.3 △0.4

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 

1」Liquor Tax and Special Tax for Rural Development

2」User Fees and Charges
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15.2.4 Fund Revenues

As seen in Table 15-5, fund revenues consist of social security 

contributions, loan repayment revenues, interest revenues, etc., which are 

40.5 trillion won, 23.0 trillion won and 46.0 trillion won, respectively in 

2012. Their sum increased from 102.3 trillion won in 2011 to 109.5 trillion 

won in 2012 with the growth rate of 7.1%. 

<Table 15-5> Fund Revenues Projection by Revenue Sources in 2012 (unit: trillion 

won, %)

2011(a) 2012(b) growth rate (b/a)

sum(Ⅰ+Ⅱ+Ⅲ) 102.2 109.5 7.1

ㅇ social security contributions(Ⅰ) 37.6 40.5 7.7

ㅇ loan repayment revenues(Ⅱ) 21.9 23.0 5.0

ㅇ interest revenues etc. (Ⅲ) 42.8 46.0 7.5

Source: 2012 Budget Summary

Funds are categorized into enterprise type funds, social security 

type funds, and account type funds as listed in Table 15-6. Even though 

the largest number of funds belong to enterprise type funds, social 

security type funds have the biggest revenues, 70.8 trillion won in 2012. 

Social security fund revenues increased from 65.6 trillion won in 2011 to 

70.8 trillion won in 2012. So far these funds are considered beneficial for 

government finances. As the society ages, however, this may not be the 

case any more at some point in the future. Account type funds are those 

that work as channels of transfers among accounts and funds. 
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<Table 15-6> Fund Revenues Projection by Fund Types in 2012 (unit: trillion won, %)

2011(a) 20121」(b)
growth rate 

(b/a)

Sum (54) 102.2 109.5 7.1

ㅇ Enterprise Type Funds (44) 29.1 31.2 7.2

ㅇ Social Security Type Funds (6)2」 65.6 70.8 7.9

ㅇ Account Type Funds (4) 7.6 7.5 △1.3

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 

1」National Asset Management Fund newly established.

2」National Pension Fund, Private Teachers Pension Fund, Employment Insurance 

Fund, Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance and Prevention Fund. 

Government Employees Pension Fund, Soldiers Pension Fund.

15.3 Expenditures

15.3.1 Total Expenditures

 As seen in Table 15-7, the total expenditures of the central 

government consist of budget and fund expenditures which comprised 

325.4 trillion won in 2012. The growth rate of total expenditures is 5.3%. 

Budget expenditures in 2012 equal 228.1 trillion won, 179.8 trillion won of 

which are general account revenues. Fund expenditures in 2012 are 97.3 

trillion won and are only 29.9% of total expenditures. The growth rate of 

total expenditures from 2011 to 2012 is 5.3%.

<Table 15-7> Expenditures Projection in 2012 (unit: trillion won, %)

2011(a) 2012(b) growth rate (b/a)

Total Expenditures 309.1 325.4 5.3

- Budget 216.3 228.1 5.4

  General Account (1) 170.4 179.8 5.5

  Special Accounts (18) 45.9 48.3 5.1

- Funds 92.7 97.3 5.0

Source: 2012 Budget Summary
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15.3.2. Budget Expenditures

Table 15-8 compares the functional distribution of budget 

expenditures of 2012 with that of 2011. The distribution seems stable over 

the two years. The central government spent 42 trillion won (22.8%), the 

largest portion of budget expenditures on general public administration in 

2012. Expenditures of general public administration include 

intergovernmental transfers to local governments. The next three major 

sectors of spending are education, national defense, and social welfare. 

Their shares are 20.2%, 14.8% and 11.0, respectively. 

<Table 15-8> Budget Expenditures by Function (unit: trillion won, %)

Classification

2011 Budget FY2012 Budget Change

Amount
Compo

sition
Amount

Compo

sition
Amount Rate

1. General Public Administration 46.7 22.2 50.9 22.8 4.2 9.0

2. Public Order and Safety 12.9 6.1 13.3 6.0 0.4 3.3

3. Foreign Affairs & 

   National Unification
2.3 1.1 2.5 1.1 0.2 7.8

4. National Defense 31.6 15 33.1 14.8 1.6 4.9

5. Education 40.8 19.5 45.1 20.2 4.2 10.4

6. Culture & Tourism 1.8 0.9 2.0 0.9 0.2 11.4

7. Environmental Protection 2.9 1.4 2.9 1.3 △0.01 △0.2

8. Social Welfare 23.7 11.3 24.6 11.0 0.9 3.8

9. Health 5.7 2.7 5.9 2.6 0.2 3.8

10. Agriculture, Forestry,

    Maritime Affairs & Fisheries
5.1 2.4 7.1 3.2 2.0 38.9

11. Industry & Small and

    Medium Enterprise & Energy
4.4 2.1 4.7 2.1 0.2 5.2

12. Traffic and Logistics 14.6 7.0 16.7 7.5 2.1 14.5

13. Communication 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 △0.03 △6.6

14. National Land & 

    Regional Development
10.5 5.0 6.9 3.1 △3.7 △34.8

15. Science & Technology 4.1 1.9 4.7 2.1 0.6 15.4

16. Reserve Funds 2.4 1.1 2.4 1.1 0.0 0.0

Total 209.9 100.0 223.1 100.0 13.2 6.3

Source: 2012 Budget Summary
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2011(a) 20121」(b)
growth rate 

(b/a)

Sum (54) 92.7 97.3 5.0

 (Social Security Funds Expenditures2」) (25.1) (27.0) (7.6)

Project Expenditures 75.1 80.5 7.2

- Enterprise Type Funds (44) 34.9 37.1 6.3

- Social Insurance Type Funds (6)3」 37.9 41.2 8.7

- Account Type Funds (4) 23 22 △4.3

Fund Management 1.4 1.4 5.3

Interests Repayment 16.3 15.4 △5.5

15.3.3 Fund Expenditures

As seen in Table 15-9, the group of six social insurance type funds 

comprises the largest component of fund expenditures, 41.2 trillion won in 

2012. Forty-four enterprise funds spent 37.1 trillion won in 2012. Attention 

needs to be paid to social insurance type funds since it is the largest 

group, it shows the largest increase rate, 8.7% from 2011 to 2012 and 

Korea is one of the countries whose ageing speed is the highest in the 

world. 

<Table 15-9> Fund Expenditures in 2012 (unit: trillion won, %)

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 

1」Expenditures of Social Security Funds (National Pension Fund, Private Teachers' 

Pension Fund, Employment Insurance Fund)

2」National Pension Fund, Private Teachers' Pension Fund, Employment Insurance 

Fund, Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance and Prevention Fund. 

Government Employees Pension Fund, Soldiers Pension Fund

15.4 Fiscal Deficits and National Debts

Excessive fiscal deficits as well as the high level of national debts 

can put government finance in danger. As they may do harm to its 

sustainability, it is important to monitor those aspects of government 

finance carefully. The integrated fiscal balance of the Korean central 

government is an 18.1 trillion surplus in 2012, which is 12.8% larger than 
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2011. As revenues of social security type of funds are similar to liabilities 

which must be repaid in the future, an integrated fiscal balance including 

those revenues can mislead the fiscal situation of the country. That is 

why the concept of management target balance was introduced. If surplus 

from social security type funds is deducted from the integrated fiscal 

balance, the balance decreases to the deficit of 14.3 trillion won in 2012. 

<Table 15-10> Fiscal Balance (unit: trillion won, %)

2011(a) 2012(b)
growth rate 

(b/a)

Integrated Fiscal Balance1」 (Ⅰ) 5.3 18.1 12.8

(divide by GDP, %) (0.4) (1.4) -

- Surplus from Social Security Type Funds (Ⅱ) 30.3 32.4 2.1

Management Target Balance2」(Ⅰ-Ⅱ) △25.0 △14.3 10.7

(divided by GDP, %) (△2.0) (△1.1) -

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 

1」Integrated fiscal balance includes balances of general account, special accounts 

and funds 

2」Management target balance excludes four social security type funds such as 

National Pension Fund, Private Teachers' Pension Fund, Employment Insurance 

Fund, Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance and Prevention Fund

The total debts including both central and local governments are 

445.9 trillion won in 2012 and the ratio of total debts divided by GDP is 

33.3%, which is 1.8% point smaller than 2011. Out of 445.9 trillion won, 

only 221.0 trillion won are of deficit nature, which is burdensome to the 

Korean people. As seen in Table 15-11, the net debts of local governments 

total only 18.2 trillion won, which comprises only 8.2% of national debts of 

deficit nature. It is clear in Table 15-12 that the national debt situation of 

Korea is relatively good compared with those of advanced countries such 

as the U.S., UK, Japan, etc.
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2011 2012

ㅇ National Debts 435.5 445.9

(divided by GDP, %) (35.1) (33.3)

① Debts of deficit nature 220.0 221.0

  General Account Deficit Debts 146.7 149.2

  Repayment of Public Funds1」 47.0 45.7

  Net Debts of Local Governments 18.2 18.2

② Debts of Monetary Nature 215.4 225.0

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 

1」Public funds were prepared to save those banks at the brink of bankruptcy in 

the monetary crisis of 1997 and they were converted into government debts 

later

Korea US Japan Germany France UK
G-20

Average

National 

Debts

/GDP(%)

33.3 105.0 238.4 81.9 89.4 84.8 80.1

Source: 2012 Budget Summary 

* 2012 Budget Basis for Korea and 2011.9 Projection Basis for Other Countries 

(IMF)

<Table 15-11> National Debts (unit: trillion won, %)

<Table 15-12> Comparison of National Debts among Selected Countries
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CHAPTER 16 Reform and Innovation in the Central Government

16.1 Overview

There is growing criticism against the government in both 

developed and less developed countries. Critics argue that the government 

is inefficient, ineffective, irresponsive, and unaccountable such that it 

prevents social and economic progress. This blame particularly rings true 

for developing and less developed countries where the role of government 

is still critical. Problems of the government do not end there in that they 

cause the more serious problem of weakening the trust of the public in 

their government. A lack of public trust in government, in turn 

undermines the legitimacy of government. When that happens, no matter 

what the government does, people do not appreciate it and they tend to 

withdraw support. A legitimacy crisis and mistrust succinctly pinpoint 

those problems and provide a rationale for government reform and 

innovation.

Reforming the government has been an endless and challenging 

agenda in almost every country. Korea is not an exception. After taking 

office, almost all presidents pledged government reform. Although they 

used different terms including reform, innovation, and renewal, the 

nutshell is the same: making the government more efficient, effective, 

transparent, responsive, and accountable. Nonetheless, changing the 

modus operandi of government is not easy because reform means more 

than a few changes in the administrative system and procedures. Success 

of government reform should be accompanied by changes in the mind-set 

of civil servants, management processes and structures, and organization 

culture. The comprehensiveness and complexity of reform, therefore, 

should be designed and carried out systematically and strategically. Among 

various reform efforts, the government innovation during President Roh 

Moo-hyun is considered the most well-designed.
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16.2 Government Innovation in Korea: Vision, Mission, and Structure 

As a means of making the government more effective and efficient 

on the one hand and fostering the competitiveness of Korea, the Roh 

(2003-2008) administration adopted "Government Innovation" as its reform 

slogan. Based on the vision of "Building a Leading Innovative Country," the 

Korean Government set the following five objectives to attain the vision:

▪ Efficient Government

▪ Serving Government

▪ Transparent Government

▪ Decentralized Government

▪ Participatory Government

To achieve the vision, the Government Innovation took a 

three-pronged strategic approach including "innovation through people and 

culture," "performance-oriented changes," and "integrated innovation 

system." These three strategic approaches were applied to the 

aforementioned five objectives. The overall framework of the Korean 

Government Innovation is displayed in Figure 16-1.

The success of government reform and innovation depends on 

several factors of which the dedication and commitment of national 

leadership is most important. Because reform and innovation require many 

changes at every level of civil servants, they usually face strong 

resistance from ministries and civil servants who prefer the status quo to 

new rules, systems, and procedures. This is especially true of older civil 

servants who are entrenched in old norms and institutions. This is the 

reason why reforming and innovating the government should proceed in a 

top-down way in which the role and support of the president are crucial.
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[Figure 16-1] Framework of the Korean Government Innovation

Source: Yoon (2006)

In Korea, the Government Innovation in the early stage of the Roh 

administration was one of the key presidential agendas, reflecting the 

strong conviction of President Roh. Accordingly, Government Innovation in 

Korea was carried out by the Presidential Committee on Government 

Innovation and Decentralization (PCGID) which was established on April 7, 

2003 under the President. The overall system of the Government 

Innovation consisted of four layers: PCGID, the Ministry of Government 

Administration and Home Affairs (MOGAHA), central ministries and local 

governments, and the Presidential Secretariat. All had distinctive roles and 

responsibilities.

The PCGID served as the think-tank function for designing the 

reform roadmap and setting the innovation goals and strategies. The 

MOGAHA managed joint innovation projects, set goals and guidelines for 

each innovation project, and reviewed and monitored each ministry's 
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implementation of innovation. Central ministries and local government 

developed their own innovation projects and implemented specific plans. 

The Presidential Secretariat was responsible for managing and reviewing 

the innovation implementation processes (PCGID, 2007).

[Figure 16-2] Structure of Korean Government Innovation

Source: PCGID (2007)

16.3 Innovation Objectives and Key Targets4)

As aforementioned, the Korean Government selected five objectives 

to achieve the innovation vision. The Korean Government compelled all 

government organizations to adhere to each objective for which it 

identified key targets.

First, the Korean Government, with a focus on efficiency, did not 

intend to maximize the ratio of output over input. That meant a more 

result-oriented administration that would serve the needs of the people 

through quality enhancement of administrative services. For the objective 

of efficient government, the Korean Government identified key targets as 

follows:

4) This subsection is an exception of PCGID (2007: 27) otherwise noted.
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▪ Redesign and build an integrated-result management and efficiency-centered 

system through the business process reengineering (BPR)

▪ Create an environment where competent civil servants work more effectively 

through the adoption of performance management

▪ Create a foundation for the efficient provision of satisfactory public services 

to the local population through comprehensive reform in local governments

▪ Establish and operate a result-oriented and efficient tax and finance system 

through tax and finance reforms 

▪ Eliminate redundant duties within the government through introduction of 

integrated e-government systems

Second, the Korean Government aimed at ensuring the best and 

optimum public services to citizens. For this objective, it identified the 

following targets:

▪ Develop and provide various services for the public through the enhancement 

of government organizations' public service quality and their provision 

capacity

▪ Reorganize the taxation system through a simple and convenient tax-paying 

system

▪ Establish an electronic support system for social welfare and civil appeals

Third, transparency was regarded as one of the key values for the 

Korean Government to regain and restore public trust in government. The 

Korean Government identified key targets to achieve the goals of 

transparent government.

▪ Increase administrative openness through expanding disclosure of administrative 

information

▪ Establish transparent personnel management in handling selection, retention, and 

evaluation processes

▪ Prevent any abusive practices of authority granted to local governments

▪ Secure transparent financial management through the strengthening of financial 

accounting infrastructure and more disclosure of government financial 

information

▪ Raise the level of public trust by sharing and disseminating information on 

government duties to citizens through e-government systems
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Fourth, because local governments are closer to citizens who 

receive public services and they know more and better about what people 

want from the government than the Central Government, decentralization 

is thought to be more effective for the government to provide better 

public services at an optimum level. The Korean Government identified 

five key targets to achieve as follows:

▪ Implement a decentralized administration through the reallocation of 

centralized authorities and the creation of horizontal administrative 

cultures

▪ Promote the autonomy of personnel management in central ministries and 

local governments by abolishing and relaxing internal regulations

▪ Transfer centralized administrative authorities to local governments in the 

areas of education and city planning

▪ Implement the decentralization of finances through the improvement of local 

finance autonomy and local taxation systems

▪ Eliminate information gaps between central and local governments

Fifth, as a means of meeting the needs and expectations of the 

public more directly, the Korean Government identified the following 

targets in the objectives of participatory government:

▪ Allow active civil participation in the administrative processes through the 

vitalization of policy communities

▪ Encourage the public to enter public offices, particularly minorities

▪ Strengthen direct democratic values through the Local Referendum System, 

the Citizen Suit System, and the Citizen Recall System

▪ Encourage the public to participate in the government financial 

decision-making processes

▪ Build a foundation on which citizens can engage in administrative affairs 

more conveniently through the Online Public Engagement System 
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16.4 Government Innovation and Decentralization: The Roh Administration

Decentralization can be defined as the transfer of the 

administrative functions and powers of the Central Government to local 

governments. In the history of public administration in Korea, the Central 

Government had controlled almost all the decision-making of local 

governments before the Local Autonomy Law was enacted in 1995 when 

local elections were reintroduced in Korea. Since then, although Korea has 

practiced the local autonomy system, genuine decentralization has been 

far from being realized. 

At the beginning of the Roh administration, the majority of 

administrative authorities were under the control of the Central 

Government as it had been. For example, while about 73% of national 

affairs were controlled by the Central Government, 24% were conducted by 

local governments. In a similar vein, because 76.7% of the total 

government revenue came from national taxes, most local governments 

had to rely on the Central Government for local finances (PCGID, 2007). If 

local governments were not able to be independent administratively and 

financially, local autonomy could not be realized. 

The Roh administration attempted to provide a solid ground for 

local autonomy and decentralization through the enactment of the Special 

Decentralization Act in January, 2004. This Act stipulates priorities that the 

Central Government has to uphold with regard to decentralization. To 

facilitate decentralization from central to local, the Act provides 

stipulations in the following areas (PCGID, 2007):

▪ Reallocating authority between the central and local governments

▪ Enacting laws to categorize official duties and the agglomerate transfer of 

authority to autonomous local entities

▪ Establishing special administrative institutions

▪ Improving the autonomy of educational systems

▪ Introducing community police systems

▪ Increasing tax allocations to local governments incrementally

▪ Improving the subsidy system
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In order to achieve the goals of the Special Decentralization Act, 

the Korean Government emphasized the enhancement of competences of 

local governments coupled with their increasing roles and responsibilities 

(R&Rs). For example, improvement of local election systems and expansion 

of civic participation were the checks-and-balances mechanisms to foster 

responsible use of increasing authority by local governments.

Due to the efforts of the Roh administration, the transfer of official 

duties from the Central Government to local governments rose 

exponentially as Figure 16-3 shows.

[Figure 16-3] Number of Transfers of Official Duties, 2000-2006

Source: PCGID (2007)

16.5 Decentralization Promotion: The Lee Administration

The Special Decentralization Act of 2004 was renamed the Special 

Act on Decentralization Promotion in February, 2008 after President Lee 

Myung Bak took office. To intensify decentralization, the Presidential 

Commission for Decentralization was established in June, 2008. As the 

implementing body of decentralization, the Commission is in charge of the 

following functions (http://www.korea.go.kr/ptl/main.do?sso=ok):

▪ Setting up the directions of decentralization and selecting projects to 

promote decentralization

▪ Monitoring and evaluating the progress of decentralization

▪ Collecting and disseminating public opinion on decentralization
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The Lee administration's vision for decentralization is local 

communities with creativity and vitality. To achieve the vision, the Korean 

Government set up four objectives as follows: improvement of local 

residents' quality of life; expanding the self-governing competencies of 

local governments; strengthening local competitiveness; and increasing the 

democratic civic sense of local communities. For the effective facilitation 

of decentralization, the Korean Government suggested three principles of 

decentralization as follows (PCD, 2011):

▪ Complementation principle which implies that local governments carry out 

functions close to the life of local residents, whereas the Central 

Government should execute affairs that cannot be handled by local 

governments

▪ Autonomy principle which indicates that local governments should make 

and implement policies freely and autonomously reflecting local conditions 

and opinions

▪ Comprehensiveness principle which means that local transfer should be 

centered around large unit official duties and be accompanied by 

necessary finance and manpower 

In line with the principles and the will of the Korean Government, 

more official duties were transferred during the Lee administration. As of 

December, 2011, the total number of transfers completed and confirmed 

during the Lee administration are 208 and 1,455, respectively.

<Table 16-1> Statistics of Local Transfers, 2000-2011

Type Total

PCGID PCD

Sub-

total
‘00 ‘01 ‘02

Roh administration

(03y∼07y)

Lee administration

(08y∼present)

‘03 ‘04 ‘05 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08
Sub-

total
‘09 ‘10 ‘11

Transfer 

confirmed
3,023 1,568 185 176 251 478 53 203 80 88 54 1,455 697 481 277

Transfer

completed
1,709 1,501 185 175 250 466 53 184 68 77 43 208 166 42 -

Transfer 

processed
1,314 67 - 1 1 12 - 19 12 11 11 1,247 531 439 277

Source: http://www.korea.go.kr/ptl/search/catsrvc/viewbar.do?srvcId=00001269845670823000_151
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Useful Websites of the Korean Central and Local Governments

 ❏ Ministries of Central Government

The President (http://www.president.go.kr)

Prime Minister (http://www.pmo.go.kr) 

Ministry of Government Legislation (http://www.moleg.go.kr)

Ministry of Patriots and Veterans Affairs (http://www.mpva.go.kr)

Ministry of Strategy and Finance (http://www.mosf.go.kr) 

Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (http://www.mest.go.kr)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (http://www.mofat.go.kr)

Ministry of Unification (http://www.unikorea.go.kr)
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Ministry of Justice (http://www.moj.go.kr)

Ministry of National Defense (http://www.mnd.go.kr)

Ministry of Public Administration and Security (http://www.mopas.go.kr)

Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (http://www.mcst.go.kr)

Ministry for Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (http://www.mifaff.go.kr)

Ministry of Knowledge Economy (http://www.mke.go.kr)

Ministry of Health and Welfare (http://www.mw.go.kr)

Ministry of Environment (http://www.me.go.kr)

Ministry of Employment and Labor (http://www.moel.go.kr)

Ministry of Gender Equality and Family (http://www.mogef.go.kr)

Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs (http://www.mltm.go.kr)

❏ Local Governments

Seoul Metropolitan city (http://www.seoul.go.kr)

Busan Metropolitan city (http://www.busan.go.kr)

Inchon Metropolitan city (http://www.incheon.go.kr)

Daegu Metropolitan city (http://www.daegu.go.kr)

Gwangju Metropolitan city (http://www.gwangju.go.kr) 

Daejeon Metropolitan city (http://www.daejeon.go.kr)

Ulsan Metropolitan city (http://www.ulsan.go.kr)

Gyeonggi-do (http://www.gg.go.kr)

Gangwon-do (http://www.provin.gangwon.kr)

Chungcheonbuk-do (http://www.cb21.net)

Chungcheonnam-do (http://www.chungnam.net)

Jeollabuk-do (http://www.jeonbuk.go.kr)

Jeollanam-do (http://www.jeonnam.go.kr)

Gyeongsangbuk-do (http://www.gyeongbuk.go.kr)

Gyeongsangnam-do (http://www.gsnd.net)

Jeju-do (http://www.jeju.go.kr)




